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 Abstract
For more than a decade, Semantic Web has been considered open for business 
(Miller, 2008). Semantic Web is best understood as an extension of the existing 
Web which contains immense potential to transform the Web into a distribu-
ted reasoning machine that not only can execute extremely precise searches 
but also analyse existing data and create new knowledge (Berners-Lee, Hendler, 
& Lassila, 2001). 

In the same period of time, media organisations have implemented comprehen-
sive online practices: News stories break and are published on the Web, and 
desk research is an essential tool to any news journalist (Veglis & Bratsas, 2017).

However, only few news media organisations have made efforts to take advan-
tage of Semantic Web technologies (Domingue, Fensel, & Hendler, 2011, p. 57), 
and remarkably little research has systematically examined insights of editors 
and journalists to better adopt and deploy these evolving technologies.

To fill the gap in literature and to motivate further innovation, this study explo-
res how existing work processes of Danish news journalists and the user experience 
of Danish news journalism can be improved in the context of Semantic Web? 

The examination draws on qualitative interviews and participatory design stu-
dies with six writing news journalists and two digital editors from four of the 
largest Danish news media organisations. Areas of interest are analysed and 
technically discussed in the context of Semantic Web. 

This inductive approach and combination of domain-specific insights and tech-
nical analysis is new to both developers in the news media industry and scho-
lars within the field of Semantic Web research.

The examination reveals three areas with significant potential of improvement. 
The first area concerns journalists’ challenge of finding the right person to com-
ment on or evaluate a specific topic. The second area concerns issues of finding 
previously published articles related to a specific concept. Finally, the third area 
targets the need for generating additional encyclopaedic infoboxes in a short 
amount of time.
Each area is translated into and examined as a type of Semantic Web application:
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• Application I: Semantic archive of sources and contact details
• Application II: Internal semantic news article search
• Application III: Semantic infobox: Summary

It is demonstrated how linked data1 can be annotated2 and queried3 for the 
proposed applications. 

The study concludes that Application II + III require profound annotation of all 
persons, places, organisations, and key terms mentioned in a media's archive 
of news articles. Even with support from existing annotation software, this 
process is highly time consuming and requires implementation of complete-
ly new work processes. Application I requires less thorough annotation and is 
thereby a more realistic suggestion for a Semantic Web application that can 
benefit Danish news media in near future.

Another major challenge is the issue of securing trustworthiness and proof of
documentation which is especially urgent when applications are designed to 
rely on external sources. Basic research on how trustworthy information can 
be guaranteed in the context of Semantic Web is still needed before theory 
can be turned into practice and benefit Danish news media.

Keywords
Semantic Web · Linked Data · Web 3.0 · News Media · Journalism · RDF · Semantic 
Annotation · URI · Web Ontologies · Application Development

1   Linked data can be understood as semantically annotated information. Since 2009, the term 
linked data has been considered a means to reach a Semantic Web (Hendler, Heath, & Bizer, 2009., p. 17) 
This is illustrated in the model Semantic Web Stack (see Fig.06).
2   Annotation or semantic mark-up is the process of attaching additional information to various con-
cepts in a given Web document. Unlike classic text annotation, semantic annotation are used by machines to 
refer to and can be applied using standard vocabularies or ontologies (Kyrnin, 2020) – see also glossary list in 
Appendix 9.22.
3   A query is a form of questioning, in a line of inquiry (Cambridge Dictionary: Query). When querying 
information on Semantic Web, the query language SPARQL needs to be applied – see also Sec.3.5 and the 
glossary list in Appendix 9.22.
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1.0 Introduction

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the subject of this study: News journalism in the 

context of Semantic Web. 

Sec.1.1 summarises the problem background and positioning of research. Research 

questions are then presented in Sec.1.2, before Sec.1.3 reasons for delimitations of 

the study. Remarks on terminology can be found in Sec.1.4. Finally, Sec.1.5 outlines 

the structure of this work.

Today, most news media organisations publish information on the Web with a 

publish-and-forget mindset (Goddard, Lisa & Byrne, 2010): Once a news article 

is published, the information it contains devalue as the document gets discar-

ded in the messy place of the unstructured Web. Anyone who has tried to 

catch up on news event, knows how hard it is to get an overview of old news 

– even journalists find it difficult to use their own coverage for structured 

research (see Sec.4.3).

In a time where information and big data is among the most valuable resour-

ces, it is a paradox that news media organisations who collect and publish 

trustworthy information on an hourly basis do not pay attention towards the 

potential of archiving and reusing that information.

The concept of Semantic Web contains immense potential to transform the 

Web into a distributed reasoning machine that not only can execute extreme-

ly precise searches but also analyse existing data and create new knowledge 

(Goddard, Lisa & Byrne, 2010). This can potentially improve the process of any 

news journalist and entail innovative storytelling and knowledge mediation.

However, new technology does not arrive on its own. Before media organisations 

can be expected to make large investments in archives of linked data, publis-
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hers, editors, and journalists must be convinced that there are costly problems 

associated with their current suite of technologies, and that Semantic Web ap-

plications can solve these and provide good return on their investments.

On the other hand, news media has long constituted an area of interest for 

Semantic Web researchers, but remarkable little research combines the 

knowledge of technologists with insights of editors and journalists. 

To fill the gap in literature, this study intends to examine how the work process 

of Danish news journalists and the user experience of Danish news journalism can 

be improved in the context of Semantic Web? 

First qualitative research is applied to examine Danish news journalism prac-

tice, then areas of interest are analysed and technically discussed in the con-

text of Semantic Web. The aim is to come up with a set of recommendations 

on where to focus future innovation and research.

1.1 Positioning of research

This examination is executed in the cross section of Semantic Web research 

and journalism research. Before research questions and -design are introduced, 

this section outlines the problem background and positioning of research which 

is based on a small literature review. The review is conducted using the search 

methodology block search1 in relevant academic databases (see Appendix 9.1).

1    The method combines different keywords to a search profile which is described in detail in Appendix 9.1.
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1.1.1 Positioning of research in the field of 
Semantic Web research

As commonly known, the Web was envisioned in 1989 by Berners-Lee to tack-

le the problem of knowledge sharing between co-workers at CERN where he 

worked at the time. The immense power of the Web lies in its ability to link 

one document to another through hyperlinks. This interconnectivity enab-

les users to easily access information and browse additional sources (Ber-

ners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001). The concept is however not impeccable, 

and in 1994 the same Berners-Lee articulated the vision of a Semantic Web to 

solve two specific problems central to the Web (Domingue, Fensel, & Hendler, 

2011, p. 9). Semantic Web can this way be characterised as an extension of the 

existing Web.

The first of the aforementioned problems concerns accessing data: String-ba-

sed matching algorithms were – and to a large extend still are – used to retri-

eve documents according to a given search query. This creates problems for 

ambiguous terms, e.g. the term Denmark is a country, a kingdom, and a city in 

the state of South Carolina. Moreover, complex matching is not possible with 

current search engines: Often, the answer to a query exists on the Web but 

requires integration of multiple sources which is not possible with standard 

search engines (see Sec.3.1 for specific examples of this). Finally, a significant 

number of websites are generated from databases, but the underlying data of 

these are hidden behind the presented HTML which hinders reusability (Do-

mingue et al., 2011, p. 10).

The second problem concerns delegation: When users browse the Web, their 

computers act simply as rendering devices displaying text, audio, and video 

content. All inference, computation, and delegating tasks such as the integra-
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tion of information, data analysis, and sensemaking are left to the user (Do-

mingue et al., 2011, p. 10).

In order to solve these problems, not just documents but all data points con-

stituting the Web need to be interconnected. This can be achieved by seman-

tically annotating data and is referred to as linked data which constitutes the 

building blocks of Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001).

A large amount of Semantic Web research (Domingue et al., 2011; Feitosa, Der-

meval, Farias Lóscio, & Isotani, 2017; Hendler, Heath, & Bizer, 2011) has been 

devoted to the issue of constructing, publishing, and querying linked data. 

Quantitative and computational studies have contributed with theoretical mo-

dels, standards, and principles to an extent where Semantic Web can be con-

sidered a theory of its own.

This point is supported by Semantic Web professors Tom Heath and Christi-

an Bizer who in 2011 published the book Linked Data – Evolving the Web into 

a Global Data Space with the subtitle Synthesis lectures on the Semantic Web: 

Theory and Technology. Furthermore, the concept of Semantic Web can be 

distinguished from traditional information systems as it constitutes a set of 

standards and generic needs which can be realised in different components or 

applications (Domingue, Fensel, & Hendler, 2011, p. 49).

In February 2008, annotation tools reached a point of development where 

Berners-Lee and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) declared Semantic 

Web open for business (Miller, 2008).

Coinciding, multiple news media organisations launched initiatives for annota-

ting their archives of news articles in order to generate Semantic Web applica-

tions (see Fig.01 below).
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Fig.01 Semantic Web – timeline. See Appendix 9.2 for more detailed description of media projects

In 2008, Thomson Reuters launched a Web service capable of extracting enti-

ties and relationships in text documents such as news articles and annotating 

these with linked data URIs (see Sec.3.2). According to Hendler et al. (2011):

(...) such services bridge linked data and conventional hypertext documents, 

potentially allowing documents such as blog posts or news articles to be en-

hanced with relevant pictures or background data. 

(Hendler et al., 2011, p. 35)

In cooperation with Rattle Research, the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) 

has developed a similar service to extract main entities from BBC news articles 
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and match them with resources in DBpedia2 (Kobilarov et al., 2009, p. 727). This 

annotation has empowered applications such as BBC Wildlife Finder which re-

purposes data from different sources including Wikipedia, WWF, and the IUCN’s 

Red List of Threated Species and combines it with natural world footage from 

the BBC archive (Raimond, Scott, Oliver, Sinclair, & Smethurst, n.d.). This way 

users can navigate additional information about the featured wildlife.

Finally in 2015, New York Times (N.Y.T.) launched a semi-automated annotation 

tool trained to apply semantic N.Y.T. resources to plain text (N.Y.T. Labs, 2015). 

This has allowed N.Y.T. to annotate their archive of articles from 1981 to today 

(N.Y.T. Developer, n.d.) and on this basis generate multiple Semantic Web ap-

plications (see Appendix 9.2).

A handful other smaller news media organisations and researchers have laun-

ched similar Semantic Web applications – a collection of these can be found 

in Appendix 9.2 and is further discussed in Sec.6.1. Review of the collection 

demonstrates that none of these applications seem to be based on systematic 

empirical insights of news journalists or publishers.

It can be concluded that Semantic Web researchers have established a theo-

retical framework to support linked data production. W3C Semantic Web stan-

dards have been mature for several years, and real-world tools are available for 

publishing linked data. However, only few news media organisations have made 

efforts to adopt Semantic Web technologies (Goddard, Lisa & Byrne, 2010).

This hesitant realisation has resulted in several critics doubting that Semantic 

Web will be anything but a high-tech fantasy (Finlayson, 2010) which is suppor-

ted by that fact that the Linked Open Data Cloud who monitor the global pro-

duction of linked data has reported remarkable stagnation since 2017.

This study aims to motivate further development and investment by demon-

2   The open, linked database DBpedia is introduced in Sec.3.3.1 and in the glossary list in Appendix 9.22.
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strating how Semantic Web technologies can solve specific current issues 

within Danish news media. The examination contributes to the field of Se-

mantic Web research by systematically bringing forward insights of Danish 

news journalists and editors. This qualitative and inductive approach (see 

Sec.2.1–2.2) is new to both developers within the news media industry and 

researchers within the field of Semantic Web research.

Semantic Web – viewed as a theory or not – emphasises the importance of 

indexing and archiving information (see Chap.3.0) which today seems neglec-

ted in Danish news media. Thus, analysis applied on this sector is expected to 

reveal valuable insights.

1.1.2 Positioning of research in the field of 
journalism research

This section outlines how the field of journalism research examines concepts 

of data journalism and Semantic Web technologies. This is relevant for the po-

sitioning of this study; however, the section should not be read as a full litera-

ture review of journalism research.

When searching for the terms Semantic Web, linked data, or Web 3.0 in SAGE 

Publications’ Encyclopaedia of Journalism null results are returned which in-

dicates that Semantic Web is not yet an established term in the field of jour-

nalism research.

Review of relevant databases (see Appendix 9.1), however, demonstrates that 

few scholars (Creamer, 2008; Finlayson, 2010; Veglis & Bratsas, 2017) have exa-

mined the concept and acknowledge that Semantic Web – also known as Web 

3.0 (see Sec.1.4) –  should be of great interest for the news media industry:

If Web 1.0 was about old-media companies making half-hearted gestures 

at that online thing, and Web 2.0 was a brisk reminder that (…) the internet 
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is a very real and open thing where walls and control don’t work well, then 

part of Web 3.0 will be about figuring out how to monetise that openness.
(Creamer, 2008)

Veglis & Bratsas (2017) define data journalism as a journalism speciality in which 

numerical data are used in the production and distribution of information. The 

authors relate this type of journalism to Semantic Web and argues that it has 

evolved in recent years as access to digital data has remarkably increased (Veglis 

& Bratsas, 2017, p.235). 

In data journalism, journalists are required to master skills of seeking infor-

mation on the Web, visualising data with the help of various applications, and 

publishing material on the Web (Veglis & Bratsas, 2017, p.236). To this work 

practice, the authors add what they call Web 3.0 skills which include SPARQL 

Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) queries (see Sec.3.5) which they 

recommend journalism schools start teaching (Veglis & Bratsas, 2017, p. 236).

Fig.02 Traditional journalism versus data journalism (after Veglis & Bratsas, 2017)
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Finlayson (2010) examines different thought-up examples of Semantic Web 

technologies in the context of news journalism. Among others, he focuses on 

the launch of open government data in the US and UK which he describes as a 

treasure trove that journalists can analyse with the potential to inspire thousands 

of new stories (Finlayson, 2010, p. 62). 

He concludes that Semantic Web technologies can potentially solve several 

problems for the news media industry. Journalists and editors however do not 

acknowledge these as problems, thus development cannot be expected to 

happen organically:

Many people, particularly those who would have to pay their business ap-

ply Semantic Web concepts do not see the immediate benefit of such an 

effort. (…) Getting everyone to agree and then act on one way to describe 

data is going to happen only when there are compelling economic rea-

sons, or it becomes so easy to do that there is no reason not to.
(Finlayson, 2010, p. 63)

This study contributes to the field of journalism research by identifying cur-

rent issues within Danish news media and analysing these in a context – the 

concept of Semantic Web – which has not been examined before.

1.2 Research question

The aim of this study is to bridge technical knowledge and domain-specific 

insights of news journalists in order to develop meaningful Semantic Web ap-

plication for Danish news media. Thus, the problem statement of this work is:

How can the work process of Danish news journalists and the user experience 

of Danish news journalism be improved in the context of Semantic Web?

• What areas of Danish news journalism practice can be improved by Se-

mantic Web technologies and how might this be done? (RQ1)
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• How can the user experience of Danish news journalism be improved by 

Semantic Web technologies? (RQ2)

• What usability considerations and technical requirements can be found to 

realise solutions proposed as answers to RQ1 and RQ2? (RQ3)

RQ1 addresses a qualitative examination of the work process of Danish news 

journalists and seek to identify areas where Semantic Web technologies might 

contribute to a more powerful practice. The aim is deduce recommendations 

on where to focus future innovation and specific proposals of Semantic Web 

applications to solve the identified issues.

RQ2 concerns how online news articles are perceived. This part of the study 

qualitatively examines where the user experience of Danish news articles is 

insufficient and how Semantic Web can contribute to improve it. The aim is to 

propose specific examples of Semantic Web applications to improve aspects 

of user experience.

Finally, RQ3 addresses a more technical examination of Semantic Web appli-

cations proposed as answers to RQ1 and RQ2. This part of the study examines 

development and implementation of three types of Semantic Web applicati-

ons in the context of Danish news media. The aim is to discuss usability consi-

derations, technical challenges and possibilities on a more detailed level rather 

than to provide step-by-step descriptions on how the applications can be im-

plemented. Detailed description of the research design can be found in Sec.2.3.

1.3 Delimitations

The scope of this study is limited, thus delimitations and constraints are needed.
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The exploration encompasses written news coverage, meaning textual articles com-

municating factual information. Potentials and possibilities of audio-visual material 

in the context of Semantic Web is not included as Semantic Web technologies for 

this type of data is not yet nearly as developed as for written information.

This study aims at describing how Semantic Web technologies can contribute 

to Danish news media in near future. The exploration is grounded in existing 

journalism practice and technologies and the limits of these anno 2020. The 

concept of Semantic Web includes visions of the entire Web as one intercon-

nected global graph (see Sec.3.3). This is, however, not likely to be realised 

within the next ten years (Domingue et al., 2011, p.585), hence such scenarios 

are not included in the scope of this study.

Challenges of ethical and legal character is touched upon throughout the 

exploration, but thorough discussions on data ownership, privacy, GDRP, pro-

filing, and data mining are deliberately left out as the extent of these topics 

requires seperate examinations. Further research on these higly important 

topics are however strongly recommended (see Sec.7.1).

This study bridges qualitative analysis and technical examination as the combi-

nation of these approaches are expected to reveal valuable insights. This scope 

however limits the level of technical detail, and phases of implementation, 

integration and test runs are left out. The aim of this part of the examination is 

to illuminate and discuss domain-specific possibilities and challenges rather 

than to provide a complete recipe on how to build Semantic Web applications.

Finally, limits and possibilities for generalisation are discussed in Sec.2.4.

1.4 Remarks on terminology

The terms Web 3.0, Semantic Web and linked data are often used to describe 
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the same concept. Semantic Web is the term Berners-Lee first used, when he 

introduced his vision in 1994. Later, the term Web 3.0 has been used in more 

popular contexts to put the vision in relation to the two former paradigms of 

the Web – Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 (see Appendix 9.22).  

In this study, Semantic Web is used to describe the overall concept of an in-

terconnected Web of data.

Since 2009, the term linked data has been considered a means to reach a 

Semantic Web (Hendler, Heath, & Bizer, 2009., p. 17) which is illustrated in the 

model Semantic Web Stack (see Fig.06). Technologies from the bottom of the 

stack up to the layer of Ontologies and Rules constitute what is known as lin-

ked data. These technologies are currently standardised and accepted by the 

W3C to build Semantic Web applications.

In this study, Semantic Web technologies is used as a general term to describe 

all of the technologies included in the Semantic Web Stack.

RQ2 examines user experience of Danish news articles. The term user experi-

ence is broadly used to evaluate services within Human-Computer Interacti-

on (HCI) (Rogers, Preece, & Sharp, 2015, chap.1.6). Methods and techniques to 

measure user experience is widely discussed, and HCI researcher do not agree 

on a fixed definition of the term. It is out of the scope of this study to quanti-

tatively measure aspects of user experience, instead the ISO-definition below 

is used to deploy an area of interest:

User experience includes all the user’s emotions, belief, preferences, percep-

tions, physical, and psychological responses, behaviour, and accomplishment.
(ISO 9241-210 (2010))

The term user experience is applied in RQ2 instead of usability to include dimen-

sions of satisfaction and the user’s apprehension of a media trustworthiness. 

A definition of usability can be found in Appendix 9.22 where additional key 
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words and technical terms applied throughout this study can be looked up 

and examined in brevity.

1.5 Structure of this study

The study at hand consists of nine chapters. After the introduction, Chapter 

2.0 presents the research design and methodology including interview- and 

participatory design techniques.

The theoretical framework is then set out in Chapter 3.0.

Analysis and interpretation of the qualitative research is presented in Chapter 

4.0 which leads up to Chapter 5.0 where key findings are translated into three 

Semantic Web applications which are then examined and discussed in techni-

cal detail.

The exploration concludes with comparison and outlook in Chapter 6.0 and a 

conclusion in Chapter 7.0.

A list of references can be found in Chapter 8.0 while appendices are collec-

ted in Chapter 9.0.

Each chapter is supported by figures and models. These are constructed as 

.svg-files, and the reader is invited to zoom in to grasp details and descripti-

ons. For the same reason, it is recommended to read the study on screen.
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2.0 Methodology

Chapter 2 explains the methodology applied in this study. 

Sec.2.1 introduces qualitative research as approach and research strategy. Sec.2.2 

reflects on philosophy of science and the paradigms employed in this study, before 

an overview of the research design is outlined in Sec.2.3. Applied principles for 

quality data collection are described in Sec.2.4. Finally, the method of qualitative 

interview and the methods and techniques of participatory design employed in this 

study is described in detail in Sec.2.5 and 2.6.

2.1 A qualitative research approach  
and strategy

The potential of new technology is hard to study as the future is notorously 

impossible to know. In some ways, this study is comparable with asking how 

the hyperlink could contribute to news journalism back in 1994? Today – as we 

know the answer – it is hard to imagine research of the late 1990’s describing 

even half of that. It is however possible to come up with qualified guesses in 

order to prepare the industry to invest in and develop new technologies. That 

is exactly what this study aims to do.

First of all, this study attempts to identify issues within the existing prac-

tice of Danish news journalism which might potentially be improved by Se-

mantic Web technologies. Such issues cannot be quantitatively identified or 

measured but requires detailed observation and examination of Danish news 

journalists, their work practices, experiences, needs, and wishes. This appro-

ach can be characterised as qualitative research and is applied because of its 
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ability to provide thick descriptions3 of a problem or topic from the perspective 

of the local population (Ritchie et al., 2003, p.1).

Qualitative research is often characterised by an inductive knowledge gene-

ration where hypotheses are generated from analysis of emperical data rather 

than stated at the outset (Silverman, 2011). This characteristic also applies to 

the study at hand which aims to formulate a set of recommendations based 

on key findings, rather than to strengthen or refute a theory or hypothesis.

As a subgenre of qualitative research, Participatory Design (PD) aims not only 

at describing the social world, but also towards contributing to the improve-

ment of it by including users in the development of new products and services 

(Brandt, Binder, & Sanders, 2013). In this study, PD techniques are applied (see 

Sec.2.4 and 2.6) to identify issues in current work practices and to 

to include Danish news journalists and editors in the development of Seman-

tic Web applications.

Key findings of these qualitative studies are object of technical analysis and 

discussion (see Sec.2.3).

2.2 Reflections on philosophy of science

Qualitative research studies belong to the methodologically field of social 

science. In very broad terms, social science has been shaped by two over-

arching ontological positions: Realism and idealism (Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls, 

& Ormston, 2003, p.4). Realism is based on the idea that there is an external 

reality which exists independently of people’s understanding of it. Idealism, 

on the other hand, asserts that reality is fundamentally mind-dependent: It is 

3   See term definition in Appendix 9.22
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only knowable through socially constructed meanings.

The approach of this work broadly falls within the philosophical school known as 

critical realism (Robson, 2002) or subtle realism (Blaikie, 2007) which is grounded 

in interpretivism (Bryman, 1988) and stresses the importance of interpretation.

Ontologically, this means that reality is seen as something that exists inde-

pendently of those who observe it but is only accessible through perception 

and interpretation. As first described by Dilthey (1883), social research should 

examine lived experiences in order to reveal the connections between the soci-

al, cultural, and historical aspects of people’s lives. This way, the critical im-

portance of participants’ own interpretations is recognised.

In this perspective, Semantic Web technologies cannot be judged as so-

mething ultimately good or bad, useful or useless. The technology might or 

might not work, but the quality and use of it depends on the interpretation of 

the people using it. These interpretations rely on previously lived experiences, 

habits, and assumptions and are important to consider when developing new 

systems and applications.

Epistemological debates are also central to social science. One view holds 

that knowledge is generated inductively through bottom-up processes where 

patterns derive from observation. In contrast, others view knowledge genera-

tion as a top-down deductive process, where logically derived hypotheses are 

tested against observations (Ritchie et al., 2003, p.6).

Grounded in an interpretivist frame, this study applies an inductive approach 

using evidence – such as analysis of interviews and PD studies – as the ge-

nesis of a conclusion. It is however important to note that data cannot be 

interpreted on completely blank paper: The questions asked, the categories 

employed, and the interpretations generated are influenced by assumptions 

derived from previous work.
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This leads to another epistemological discussion which concerns the relati-

onship between researcher and the researched. The researcher of this study 

believes that in a social world, people are affected by the process of being 

studied, and that the relationship between the researcher and social phen-

omenon is interactive. Complete objectivity is not possible, but neutrality in 

the collection, interpretation, and presentation of data is worth striving for to 

avoid obvious bias and to keep focus on understanding and examining views 

and experiences of the participants. Ritchie et al. (2003) describes this as em-

pathic neutrality.

In the view of subtle realism, researchers must also be reflective of their 

influence on the research process and its participants. In this context, it is 

important to note, that the researcher of this study is an educated journalist 

herself. This might influence the qualitative research of the journalistic prac-

tice as it can be hard to examine one’s own habitat (Spradley, 1979). It is impor-

tant not be locked in one’s own interpretation or to influence the empirical 

data with personal insights. On the other hand, the double role might contri-

bute positively to the difficult task of creating a meaningful interview guide 

and valuable PD activities as the researcher possesses a preunderstanding of 

the participant’s framework of knowledge and references.

2.3 Research design

This section describes the overall research design as it is outlined in Fig.03 

below. Detailed descriptions and planning of the applied methods can be 

found in Sec.2.5–2.6.
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Fig.03 Research design

As a point of departure, the field of Semantic Web research and journalism re-

search is examined through small scale literature reviews (see Sec.1.1 and Appen-

dix 9.1). This examination includes a collection of existing Semantic Web applica-

tions developed for the media industry (see Appendix 9.2), and the examination 

serves as a knowledge pool for the design of a qualitative research study.

Qualitative research constitutes the core of this study and aims at examining 

the work process of Danish news journalists. This is done through qualitati-

ve interviews (see Sec.2.5) with Danish news journalists and editors. The aim 

of this series of interviews is two-folded: First, to provide empirical data – a 

detailed description of the journalistic practice – to analyse and discuss in the 

context of Semantic Web. Second, the interviews form a foundation for the 

first of two PD studies.

As a continuation of the qualitative interviews, a PD study with the same 

Discussion

Collection of existing SW applications
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PD study I
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SW application I (RQ3)
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group of journalists and editors is carried out. Participants are invited to enga-

ge in multiple PD activities (see Sec.2.6 and Appendix 9.4) which explore how 

Semantic Web technologies might improve the journalistic practice? 

Analysis of the qualitative interviews and the first PD study answers RQ1.

The second PD study examines how the user experience of Danish news journalism 

can be improved in the context of Semantic Web? This PD study involves the same 

group of participants and examines (see Sec.2.6 and Appendix 9.5) potentials of 

improvement in three news articles. The articles have been randomly selected to 

represent different genres of news articles (see Table 01 below).

News article Genre description News media Source

1 Comment response to an 
ongoing international 
news event 

TV2 https://nyheder.tv2.dk/udland/2020-
02-11-who-udbruddet-af-coronavi-
rus-er-meget-alvorlig-trussel

2 Detailed analysis of the 
same ongoing news event 

Berlingske https://www.berlingske.dk/interna-
tionalt/saerligt-en-gruppe-bliver-
haardt-ramt-af-coronavirus

3 Reporting on a cultural 
news event 

Danmarks Radio 
(DR) 

https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/kultur/
film/historisk-sydkoreansk-film-ry-
dder-bordet-til-oscar-uddelingen

Table 01. News articles selected for PD activities

The scope of this study limits the selection to three articles, even though a broa-

der representation of news article genres would strengthen the research design.

Analysis of the second PD study answers RQ2.

Key findings from the qualitative interviews and the two PD studies are inter-

preted and examined in the context of Semantic Web. This exploration focu-

ses on technically describing how three specific Semantic Web applications can 

be developed and implemented to improve the user experience of news articles 

as well as the work process of news journalists? The aim of this examination is 

https://nyheder.tv2.dk/udland/2020-02-11-who-udbruddet-af-coronavirus-er-meget-alvorlig-trussel
https://nyheder.tv2.dk/udland/2020-02-11-who-udbruddet-af-coronavirus-er-meget-alvorlig-trussel
https://nyheder.tv2.dk/udland/2020-02-11-who-udbruddet-af-coronavirus-er-meget-alvorlig-trussel
https://www.berlingske.dk/internationalt/saerligt-en-gruppe-bliver-haardt-ramt-af-coronavirus
https://www.berlingske.dk/internationalt/saerligt-en-gruppe-bliver-haardt-ramt-af-coronavirus
https://www.berlingske.dk/internationalt/saerligt-en-gruppe-bliver-haardt-ramt-af-coronavirus
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/kultur/film/historisk-sydkoreansk-film-rydder-bordet-til-oscar-uddelingen
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/kultur/film/historisk-sydkoreansk-film-rydder-bordet-til-oscar-uddelingen
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/kultur/film/historisk-sydkoreansk-film-rydder-bordet-til-oscar-uddelingen
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to reveal technical challenges and possibilities and to discuss potentials on a 

more detailed level. The technical examination answers RQ3.

Finally, Chapter 6.0 of this study returns to the collection of existing Semantic 

Web applications for the news media industry to compare and evaluate these 

with key findings of this study.

Analysis and interpretation of the qualitative interviews and the PD studies 

together with the technical examination and discussion answer the overall 

problem statement.

2.4 Principles of quality data collection

A common concern about qualitative research is that it provides little basis 

for scientific generalisation (Kidder & Judd, 1986). To accede to this critic and 

to establish the quality of any qualitative research study, four tests are com-

monly used (Kidder & Judd, 1986, p. 26-29). The following paragraphs summa-

ries each test and outline how they are applied in the study at hand.

1. Construct validity: Establishing correct operational measures for the con-

cept being studied.

According to Yin (1994), the use of multiple sources of evidence is one stra-

tegy to increase construct validity. In this study, different methods of qualita-

tive data collection are applied, and several sources and types of data – such 

as interview data, and input from PD studies – are collected. In combination 

with technical analysis, this constitutes multiple sources of evidence as foun-

dation for answering the study’s overall problem statement.

Fig.04 Multiple sources of evidence to increase construct validity

How can Danish news media 
be improved in the context of 
Semantic Web?

participartory design study II

participartory design study I

qualitative research interviews

literature review

collection of examples
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2.   Internal validity: Establishing a causal relationship, whereby certain condi-

tions are shown to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious 

relationships (Yin, 1994, p. 34).

This test will not be discussed further as it is only relevant for causal studies.

3.   External validity: Establishing the domain to which a study’s findings can 

be generalised.

Qualitative studies rely on analytical generalisation where the investigator is 

striving to generalise a particular set of results to some broader theory (Yin, 

1994, p. 36). This generalisation is however not automatic. A theory must be te-

sted through replications of the findings in a second or even third study, where 

the theory has specified that the same results should occur. Once such repli-

cation has been made, the results might be accepted for generalisation (Yin, 

1994, p. 36). In this study, eight participants from four different Danish news 

media are used as informants (see Sec.2.5 and Table 02), meaning that key fin-

dings and recommendation has been tested up against eight participants and 

four media organisations. This replication logic ensures external validity and 

makes the study generalisable to Danish news media in a broader sense.

4.   Reliability: Demonstrating that the operations of a study can be repeated 

with the same results.

The objective is to ensure that, if a later researcher conducted the same stu-

dy all over again, she would arrive at the same findings and conclusions (Yin, 

1994, p. 37). To ensure that, thorough documentation of implied methods can 

be found in Sec.2.5-2.6, and interview guides and descriptions of PD activities 

can be found as Appendices 9.3–9.6.

2.5 The method of qualitative interview

Interviewing is one of the most frequently used methods in qualitative re-

search and is – when conducted correctly – the most effective way to collect 
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data about the experiences, opinions, and life worlds of other people (Tang-

gaard & Brinkmann, 2010, p. 29).

In this study, qualitative interview is chosen to shed light upon the work 

processes and experiences of Danish news journalists. Idealy, this would be 

studied through observation, but because of the timeframe – writing news 

articles can take from a couple of hours to several weeks – it is not possible 

to collect a substantial and varied data material this way. Instead, qualitative 

interview is applied to get the participants to share their experiences and ha-

bits through expressions, reflections, and narrations.

Interview as a method is not capable of grasping exactly how it is to experien-

ce what the participant talks about (Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 2010, p.31), and 

the qualitative interview researchers Gubrium and Holstein (2003) argues that 

the method should be considered as a form of interaction between at least two 

people which results in context based and socially negotiated answers (Gubrium & 

Holstein, James, 2003). The aim of any qualitative interview, therefore is to get 

as close to the experiences – in this study the everyday work process of Da-

nish news journalists – as possible and to phrase a coherent and theoretically 

enriched third person perspective of the experiences (Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 

2010, p.31).

The number of interview participants should always be considered in relation 

to the scope of a research project (Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 2010, p.32). For 

the scope of this study, two editors and six writing journalists are selected as 

participants. All of the participants are educated journalists and work for four 

of largest Danish news media organisations (see Table 02 below), thus they are 

expected to be conscious of their work process. According to Spradley (1979), 

good informants should know their culture well and should currently be invol-

ved in the cultural scene (Spradley, 1979, p.46), thus a minimum of three years' 
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work experience has also been a criterion when selecting the participants.

All of the participants work with news journalism, meaning that their work is 

always based on some kind of factual information – from statistics to infor-

mation about time and date of a specific event. This makes the participants’ 

work process comparable and allows them to answer the same set of questi-

ons (see interview guide in Appendix 9.3). At the same time, the group of par-

ticipants is assembled to represent different genres of news journalism (see 

Table 02 below) to ensure that different perspectives and values are included 

in the study.

Participant Gender Years of work 
experience

News media or-
ganisation

Title/work area

1 F 6-10 Berlingske Reporter, national news 
and integration

2 F 3-5 Jyllands-Posten Investigative journalist

3 M 16-20 DR Data journalist

4 M 11-15 Berlingske Digital data journalist

5 F 21-25 Berlingske Digital editor

6 M 3-5 DR Foreign news desk re-
porter

7 M 3-5 TV2 Digital editor

8 F 6-10 TV2 Digital culture and life-
style journalist

Table 02. Participants for qualitative research study

All of the interviews are based on the same interview guide (see Appendix 9.3) and 

are performed in Danish as this is the working language of all participants.

The interview guide is a translation of a set of research questions targeted at in-

vestigating how Semantic Web technologies can support and improve the journalistic 

work process? (see Appendix 9.3). Each interview question is phrased after Sprad-
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ley’s (1979) categorisation of descriptive interview questions (see Table 03 below).

Descriptive questions Intended to encourage an informant to talk about a particular cul-
tural scene

     Grand tour questions     Aims at getting a verbal description of significant features of the
    cultural scene

     Mini tour questions     Identical to grand tour questions except they deal with a much
    smaller unit of experience

     Example questions     Take some single act or event identified by the informant and ask
    for an example, often leading to the most interesting stories

     Experience questions     Merely asks informants for any experience they have had in some
    particular setting

Table 03 Spradley’s descriptive questions (Spradley, 1979, p. 83-91)

A grand tour question: Can you step-by-step describe how you researched, wrote 

and published your latest article? is used as framework for the entire interview 

and is a translation of the research question: What is the work process of Danish 

news journalists?

Participants are invited to describe the work process of the news article they 

have most recently published instead of describing their work in more general 

terms. The latest article might not be fully representative for the participant’s 

work; however, this technique forces the journalist to answer in more detail 

and to provide valuable nuanced reflections on specific challenges and op-

portunities. Answers of the eight participants form a random selection of work 

descriptions.

To achieve rich descriptions, the grand tour question is divided into three mini 

tour questions (see Appendix 9.3). Example questions are used to encoura-

ge participants to be as precise and descriptive as possible, and experience 

questions are employed for the participants to elaborate on those specific 

examples. The interview guide is followed relatively strictly, but is supported 

by relevant follow-up-, exploratory-, and expository questions as suggested by 

Brinkmann and Kvale (2009).
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2.6 Participatory design

Participatory design (PD) developed as a critique of mainstream design and 

development for not accommodating the multiple voices of future users 

(Brandt, Binder, & Sanders, 2013, p.146). In the 1980s Scandinavian and North 

American computer scientists invited workers to mock-up new computer-ba-

sed tools that extended the skills of workers. Bringing the knowledge of com-

puter systems, scientists, and production workers into productive dialogue 

with one another called for tools and techniques that could span the gap 

between knowledge domains (Brandt et al., 2013, p.149).

Today, PD is not one approach but a range of design practices, set of tech-

niques, and tools that support collaborative enquiry into the intertwinement 

of essential questions such as what to do? and how to do it? when designing or 

developing new products (Brandt et al., 2013, p.146).

The method is applied in this study because of its ability to engage futu-

re users and to bridge technical and domain-specific knowledge. This study 

contains two small PD studies, one exploring how Semantic Web technolo-

gies can support and improve the work process of Danish news journalists? The 

other one exploring how the user experience of online news articles can be im-

proved through Semantic Web technologies? The two studies consist of selected 

acknowledged PD techniques which will be described in Sec.2.6.1-2.6.3. The 

techniques have been selected to support the PD triad of telling, making, and 

enacting (Brandt et al., 2013).

Both PD studies use the same group of participants as was used for the qu-

alitative interviews (see Table 02) as especially the first PD study (PD I) is a 

natural continuation of the qualitative interview.

The second PD study (PD II) explores how user experience can be improved, 

and the participating journalists and editors represent consumers of news 

journalism. A group of ordinary non-journalist consumers could also have 
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been used; however, the journalists and editors add valuable editorial insights 

to the study on top of their ordinary needs and wishes as news consumers.

Often, PD studies are carried out as focus group interviews with a number of 

participants interacting in activities at the same time. Location of the parti-

cipants and the scope of this study with only one reserach do however not 

provide for at focus group set-up. Instead one participant at time is asked to 

engage in the same set of PD activities (see Sec.2.6.1–2.6.3) allowing the re-

searcher to collect empirical data for later analysis.

A preceding test of the qualitative interview and PD studies have been carried 

out. A valuable finding was to undertake the PD studies in relative continua-

tion of the qualitative interview as participants can then draw on challenges 

and possibilities described in the interview when engaging in activities in the 

PD studies.

The following sections provide detailed descriptions of the PD activities ap-

plied. To see how the activities are combined and presented, please see Ap-

pendices 9.4–9.5.

2.6.1 The future workshop

The future workshop is a robust and relatively simple technique which aims at 

expanding the dialogue between designers (researchers) and users (Brandt et 

al., 2013, p. 152). The method is chosen for this study because of its ability to 

introduce a change perspective to shed new light on the well-known.

Participants are invited to list points of critique to their present situation, 

before they are given the opportunity to develop a utopian perspective. In the 
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last phase, the utopian vision forms base for a plan of action, where parti-

cipants discuss what can be done to move towards the vision (Brandt et al., 

2013, p. 152). As an example, participants in this study are asked to formulate 

specific search queries relevant to their latest work which cannot be answe-

red by standard search engines (see Appendix 9.15).

The technique is applied as framework for PD I (see Appendix 9.4) and draws 

on information from the qualitative interview, where participants were invited 

to describe obstacles and challenges (points of critique) in their current work 

process. Before engaging in the activity, participants receive a short introduc-

tion to the concept of Semantic Web including specific use cases (see Appen-

dix 9.6). The introduction is designed to give participants a broad understan-

ding of the concept but without affecting their answers and reflections more 

than absolute necessary, e.g. use cases of journalistic products or applications 

are not included in the presentation.

The aim of the activity is to gain insights in how journalists perceive Semantic 

Web technologies, what potential use cases they envision, and what challen-

ges they connect to these.

2.6.2 Scenarios

The scenario technique has long been recognised as powerful and has been 

widely used in PD practices within HCI (Brandt et al., 2013, p.166). According to 

Bødker et al. (2004), the technique supports the building of coherent visions 

and the anchoring of these:

Scenarios visualise the practical application of a proposed IT system, that 

is, the potential effects of implementing it. Scenarios are prose-style rep-

resentations exemplifying a work practice under future use of the system.
(Bødker, Kensing, & Simonsen, 2004, p.261)
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The second activity in PD I invites participants to evaluate (telling) and engage 

(enacting) in current and thought-up examples of Semantic Web applications. The 

selected examples can be seen as scenarios providing specific and visual descrip-

tions of how Semantic Web technologies can be applied in the media industry.

Two of the examples are very early-stage examples of how Semantic Web 

technologies can enrich information. These are chosen to test whether the 

journalists are able to recognise the value and perspective in combining multi-

ple datasets. The third use-case is a thought-up example and is easier for the 

participants to translate into their own domain.

2.6.3 The Magic If and Prototypes

The last activity in PD I draws on the concept of the magic if which was intro-

duced by the actor-director-teacher Stanislavskij who believed that the little 

world if is what initiates all kinds of creative processes. Brandt and Grunnet 

(2000) argues that PD practices too can benefit from the world of drama as 

it is important to explore the context of use from new perspectives (Brandt & 

Grunnet, 2000, p.11).

Participants are asked to imagine a work setting where their computer is able 

to perform anything imaginable (see Appendix 9.4). The activity is an expe-

riment of thought and is included to facilitate the broadest possible level of 

imagination among the participants.

PD II invites to a higher level of making and enacting by including simple proto-

types and elements of drama. According to Marion and Suri (2000), experience 

prototypes are any kind of representation, in any medium, that is designed to 

understand, explore, or communicate what it might be like to engage with the pro-

duct or system that is being designed (Buchenau & Suri, 2000, p.426). 
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In this study, prototypes are being created throughout PD II (see Appendix 

9.20), as participants are invited to draw on top of existing online articles and 

make simple prototypes to improve the user experience (see Appendix 9.4). 

First, participants are restricted to apply improvements within the framework 

of Semantic Web, thereafter they are free to add any type of addition.

2.7 Coding transcripts for analysis

Transcripts of qualitative interviews and PD studies have been coded and ca-

tegorised (see Appendices 9.7–9.14) inductively after a grounded theory ap-

proach, meaning that instead of using prescribed themes or theories to define 

categories and subcategories, these have been identified throughout the co-

ding process. This approach is chosen because this part of the analysis is not 

based on a firm theory or philosophical view. Instead the empirical material is 

expected to reveal patterns and relations, thus it makes sense to let the data 

dictate the number and names of categories.

In total, eight categories are identified across the transcripts (see Table 04 be-

low). The coding process has been conducted on transcripts of one participant 

at the time – coding first the qualitative interview, then the two PD studies 

– before starting all over with the next set of transcripts. This way, coherence 

between the qualitative interview and PD studies is kept during coding and 

analysis. The fact that all coding categories are identified in both the qualita-

tive interviews, PD I and PD II is also an argument for coding and analysing all 

transcripts as one dataset.

Category Category description

Indexing and archiving References describing the importance of indexing and archiving 
published articles and the journalist’s own research
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    common archive     References describing how a media uses tags and other tech-
    niques to index and archive published articles and research

    personal archive     References describing how journalists archive research and
    published articles

Overview References describing the importance of creating overview of infor-
mation when researching as well as when presenting knowledge to 
the users

    research     References describing how journalists search in previously
    published news articles and other sources as part of the re-
    search process

    for users     References describing how journalistic services is used to
    create overview for users

Deadlines and efficiency References describing time pressure and the importance of effi-
ciency in the journalistic process

Trust and reliability References describing the importance of trust and reliability during 
research and when publishing news articles

    towards sources     References describing the importance of reliability and trust-
    worthiness of external sources in the journalistic process

    towards the media     References describing how a media’s trustworthiness can be
    maintained and enforced

Query examples References describing participants’ proposals of relevant Semantic 
Web queries

Sources and contacts References describing how journalists find and use sources and 
their contact details

Graphical presentation References describing the importance of graphical presentation of 
data and how it can be improved

Interactive and user-
oriented services

References describing the importance of interactive and user-ori-
ented services and how it can be improved

Social media search References describing the need and enquiries for searching in social 
media resources

Table 04 Listing of coding categories and category descriptions

Further analysis and results of the qualitative research studies can be found 

in Chapter 4.0.
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3.0 Theoretical framework

Chapter 3 presents relevant theories for answering the problem statement of this study. 

Sec.3.1 summarises the concept of Semantic Web and explains each layer of the 

Semantic Web Stack. In Sec.3.2 principles of linked data are presented, before 

Sec.3.3 in more detail describes concepts of Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

including serialisation. Sec.3.4 elaborates on the use of web ontologies, while Sec.3.5 

touches upon the methodology of querying linked data. Finally, Sec.3.6 outlines 

important aspects of Unifying Logic, Proof, and Trust and the state of research for 

these top layers in the Semantic Web Stack.

3.1 Concept of Semantic Web and  
the Semantic Web Stack

In broad terms, the Web as we know it builds on the following three principles:

• A worldwide addressing schema enabling each web document to have a 

unique identifier – an URL

• A transport layer – the HTTP – which supports remote access to content 

over a network layer – TCP-IP

• And a platform-independent interface – HTML and Web browsers – which 

enables users to easily access any online resource 

(Domingue et al., 2011, p. 8)

According to Berners-Lee et al. (2001), Semantic Web builds upon these prin-

ciples and can best be understood as:

An extension which gives information well-defined meaning and better 

enables computers and people to work in cooperation. 
(Berners-Lee et al., 2001).
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This extension aims at tackling problems of accessing data and enabling de-

legation which are current issues central to the Web (Domingue, Fensel, & 

Hendler, 2011, p.9). 

Complex matching or querying is not possible with current search engines 

which illustrates the first problem of accessing data: If a journalist wants to 

know what members of the Danish parliament have studied law, the journa-

list needs to look up each member4, find information about their educational 

background, and combine this information. Even though the information is 

accessible, standard search engines and the Web in general are not capable of 

making this integration of information. 

The issues of enabling delegation is illustrated every time journalists (or other 

users) browse the Web. Then computers act simply as rendering devices dis-

playing text, audio, and other content, whereas all inferences and computati-

on are left for humans to do (Domingue et al., 2011, p.10). Inference and inte-

gration of information is usually very timeconsuming, and it often hampers the 

work process or even hinders journalists in doing specific types of research 

and investigation (see Sec.3.4).

Currently the Web is loaded with accessible information, but great potentials 

of easily combining different datasets or even autogenerating new informa-

tion based on accesible data can not be fulfilled as data today is not ma-

chine-readable. To achieve those potentials, Semantic Web is crucial:

Delegating tasks such as the integration of information, data analysis, and

sensemaking to machines, at least partially, is the only way forward for 

users, communities, and businesses to continue to make the most of the 

information available on the Web.

4   Each member of the Danish parliament has a profile page describing their professional lives, con-
tact details, and political achievements, e.g. https://www.ft.dk/medlemmer/mf/n/nick-haekkerup.
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(Domingue et al., 2011, p.10).

To attain machine-readability, Semantic Web reuses the Web’s global indexing 

and naming scheme, meaning that in principle every semantic concept has a 

unique identifier (Domingue et al., 2011, p.5). On top of this, semantic techno-

logy adds annotations to semi structured information as database technology 

adds column headings to tabular information. This can be illustrated as in the 

syntax below:
<person>
 <name>Nick Hækkerup</name>
 <profession>member of parliament</profession>
 <education>law</education>
</person>

The annotation above allows a computer to understand that Nick Hækkerup is 

a name of a Person, and that this person has a Profession as member of parlia-

ment and an Educational background in law. Based on this annotation – and if 

the description of all other members of parliament where annotated similarly 

– the search question in the example mentioned above can easily be queried 

and answered (see Fig.05 below). This type of search is referred to as Seman-

tic Web query.
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Fig.05 Showing traditional search on the Web (left side) versus search on the Semantic Web or a Semantic 
Web query (right side). When information is semantically annotated, it is possible to get an exact answer to 
the query: Which members of parliament has studied law? This is not possible on the traditional Web, as 
machines do not understand the semantic meaning of traditional web documents. 

In very broad terms, two things are needed to define the semantics of in-

formation: A language – such as <x>Y</x> in the syntax example above – to 

define the meaning, and terms – such as x in the syntax example above – to 

denote this meaning (Domingue et al., 2011, p.13). 

In the concept of Semantic Web, the terms – or meaning – is considered a 

shared resource: 
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(…) Semantic Web incorporates the notion of an ontology, which by

definition is a shared machine-readable representation.
(Domingue et al., 2011, p.5). 

Through ontologies and ontology-related technologies (see Sec.3.5), the mea-

ning and relationships between concepts published on the Semantic Web can 

be processed and understood by software-based reasoners (see Sec.3.6). The-

se principles are illustrated in the Semantic Web Stack model (Fig.06 below).

Fig.06 The Semantic Web Stack (after Berners-Lee, 2006) illustrates how one technology builds on 
another to constitute the Semantic Web.

The bottom layers up until the layers of Unifying Logic, Proof, and Trust are 

formats standardised by the W3C Consortium (Koivunen & Miller, 2001) while 

the top layers to some extend are still matters of research and contain fun-

damental challenges of how to ensure documentation and transparency for 

User interface and applications
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statements generated by the Semantic Web.

The remain of this section outlines the groups of layers, while Sec.3.2–3.6 de-

scribe the principles and technologies contained in each layer in more detail.

The bottom layers – the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and the Unicode5 lay-

ers – constitute the foundation of Semantic Web and are already implemen-

ted when writing web documents with user-defined vocabularies (Alam, Rah-

man, Khusro, & Ali, 2015, p.116).

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) layer allows Semantic Web definitions to 

be integrated with other XML based standards and provides means for uniqu-

ely identifying concepts in Semantic Web (Koivunen & Miller, 2001).

In the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Resource Description Frame-

work Shema (RDFS) layers, resources and links are provided with types. RDF 

makes it possible to create URI-defined statements about each concept, and 

RDFS includes vocabularies that can be referred to also by URI’s (Koivunen & 

Miller, 2001).

The Ontologies and Rules layers support the evolution of vocabularies which 

define relations between different concepts.

The Cryptography layer (to the far right in Fig.05 above) detects alterations to 

documents, and the Querying layer (to the far left in Fig.05) is where linked 

data are fetched for possible reuse (Koivunen & Miller, 2001). This can be done 

using SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language (SPARQL).

The top layers consist of technologies – including Unifying Logic, Proof and 

Trust – which are not yet standardised. The aim of these layers is to provide 

declarative knowledge and proof of validation to gain users’ trust for its ope-

rations and the information provided.

Finally, users interact with Semantic Web application through User interfaces 

5   Unicode is a universal character encoding standard designed to define the way characters from 
all human languages are represented in documents. There are several types of Unicode encodings, though 
UTF-8 is the most common (Techterms, 2019).
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built on top of the Semantic Web Stack (Alam et al., 2015, p.116). Sec.3.5 which 

briefly mentions one generic method of implementation, while application 

specific implementation is further discussed in Chapter 5.0.

3.2 Principles of Linked Data

In order for the Web of linked documents to evolve into a Web of linked data, 

Berners-Lee introduced a set of best practices – the Linked Data Principles – 

for publishing and connecting structured data on the Web:

1. Use URIs as names for things

2. Use HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) URIs so that people can look up 

those names

3. When someone looks up an URI, provide useful information, using the 

standards RDF and SPARQL

4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things 

(Berners-Lee, 2006)

The first principle advocates using URIs to identify, not just Web documents 

and digital content, but also real-world objects and abstract concepts. URIs 

can be used to identify even small objects such as locations or mobile num-

bers and describe their metadata relationships. Unicode in combination with 

URI extends support for identifying any type of resource regardless of its text 

and scripting language (Alam et al., 2015, p.116).

The second Linked Data Principle advocates the use of HTTP URIs to identi-

fy objects and abstract concepts just like the HTTP protocol is the universal 

access mechanism for the traditional Web (Berners-Lee, 2006). According to 

Hendler, Heath & Bizer (2011), HTTP URIs make good id’s for two reasons:

 — They serve not just as a name but also as a means of accessing information 
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describing the resource,

 — and every owner of the domain name may create new URI references  

(Hendler, Heath, & Bizer, 2011, p.10).

 

The third principle advocates that HTTP clients should be able to look up any 

HTTP URI and retrieve a description of the resource. In order to make different 

statements about an object and about the document describing that object, it 

is common practice to use different URIs to identify the real-world object and 

the document that describes it (Hendler et al., 2011, p.10). Thus, each entity 

will likely have at least three URIs (see Table 05 below).

Types of URI-reference Example

URI for the real-world object http://dbpedia.org/resource/news_article

URI for a related information resource that describes 
the real-world person and has an HTML representation

http://dbpedia.org/page/news_article

URI for a related information resource that describes 
the real-world person and has an RDF/XML 
representation

http://dbpedia.org/data/news_article

Table 05 Types of URI-references

URI’s used for declaring vocabularies are called namespaces. These are often 

associated to prefixes instead of the full URI (Domingue et al., 2011, p.124).

The agreement of HTML as the dominant document format has been crucial 

for Web’s ability to scale (Hendler et al., 2011, p.11). Similarly, it is important to 

agree on a standardised content format for URI descriptions. According to the 

third Linked Data Principle, this format should be RDF which is readable for 

both humans and machines (Berners-Lee, 2006).

Each URI description should include the following RDF triples (see Sec.3.3): 

• triples that describe the resource with literals

• triples that describe the resource by linking to other resources
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• triples that describe the resource by linking from other resources

• triples describing related resources

• triples describing the description itself

• triples about the broader data set of which this description is a part 

(Hendler et al., 2011, p.45)

The fourth principle advocates the use of hyperlinks to connect not only Web 

documents, but any concept described on the Web (Berners-Lee, 2006). This 

way it is possible to interlink a political proposal to the politician who wrote it. 

Furthermore, that politician can be linked to his or her political party, colleagues 

and so on. Such hyperlinks in a linked data context are called RDF links.

In summary, the Linked Data Principles lay the foundation for extending the 

Web with a global data space based on the same architectural principles as 

the traditional Web. The following sections explain the technical realisation of 

the Linked Data Principles in more detail.

3.3 Resource Description Framework (RDF)

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a data model for publishing sta-

tements on the Web. The data model is designed for an integrated representa-

tion of information that

 — originates from multiple sources

 — is heterogeneously structured

 — and is represented using different schemata 

(Hendler et al., 2011)

In RDF, a description of a resource is represented as a number of triples6. Each 

triple consists of a subject, a predicate, and an object which mirrors the struc-

6   Such triples are also referred to as statements.
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ture of a simple statement:

Nick Hækkerup   works  as a politician

 subject                  predicate                 object

The subject of a triple is the URI identifying the described resource. The ob-

ject can either be a simple literal value7 or the URI of another resource that is 

somehow related to the subject. 

The predicate is also identified by an URI and describes the relationship be-

tween subject and object. Predicate URIs come from vocabularies or ontolo-

gies (see Sec.3.4). There are situations, when only the type of object is known, 

or when the instance is anonymous. The RDF response to this is so-called 

blank nodes (Hendler et al., 2011, p.17).

As described in Table 06 below, two principal types of RDF triples can be 

distinguished:

Type of RDF triple Object-subject-predicate rela-
tion

Function

Literal triple has an RDF literal as the object is used to describe properties of 
resources (such as the nickname or 
dateOfBirth of a Person)

RDF link consists of three URI-references as 
object, subject, and predicate

describes the relationship between 
two resources

     Internal RDF link subject, object, and predicate con-
sist of URI-references within the 
same namespace

connects resources within a single 
linked data source

     External RDF link subject of the triple is an URI-ref-
erence in the namespace of one 
data set, while the predicate and/
or object are URI-references point-
ing into the namespace of other 
data sets

connects resources served by differ-
ent linked data sources

Table 06 Types of RDF triples after Hendler et al., 2011, p. 16-20.

7   A literal value can be a text string, a number, a Boolean, or a date.
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External RDF links are crucial for the Semantic Web as they glue different data 

islands into a global, interconnected data space (Hendler et al., 2011, p.16). This 

concept is supported by the graph representation of RDF (see Fig.07 below as 

a segment example). Semantic Web applications operate on top of this giant 

global graph and retrieve parts of information by dereferencing URIs required.

Fig.07 RDF graph model combining information from three different online databases. It is possible to im-
agine all linked data as one giant global graph.

The strength of RDF lies in the flexibility of integration. RDF graphs can quite 

easily be merged by sharing particular resources, or claiming two resources 

to be the same, although their identifier might be different (Domingue et al., 

2011, p.146). 

Another important aspect of the logical view of RDF triples is that RDF makes an 

open-world assumption, meaning that RDF semantics assume that whatever is 

not explicitly stated could be true, while in relational models the assumption is, 

that facts that are not explicitly claimed are false (Domingue et al., 2011, p.122).
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3.3.1 RDF Serialisation

As RDF is a data model and not a format, an RDF graph must be serialised to 

be published on the Web. This section describes the two formats that have 

been standardised to do so by the W3C: RDF/XML and Resource Description 

Framework in Attributes (RDFa).

The aim of RDF/XML is to be machine-processable and compliant to XML 

which allows RDF documents to be easily exchanged between different types 

of applications (Domingue et al., 2011, p.126). The listing below shows the RDF/

XML serialisation of two RDF triples.

Snippet 01 RDF/XML serialisation of two RDF triples. The first triple states that there is a resource, identified 
by the URI http://media.dk/resource/person/nick-haekkerup01 of the type Person. The second triple states 
that this Person has the name Nick Hækkerup.

RDF/XML is hard for humans to read and write, and workflows that involve 

human intervention might be problematic. RDF/XML can also be very verbose, 

hindering expressivity (Domingue et al., 2011, p.126).

RDFa is a serialisation format that embeds RDF triples in the HTML document 

(see Snippet 02 below), meaning that existing content within the HTML code 

can be annotated with RDFa (Hendler et al., 2011, p.19). When using RDFa, it is 

important to maintain the unambiguous distinction between real-world obje-

cts and the HTML-RDFa document that embodies descriptions of these. This 
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can be achieved by using the RDFa attribute about= to assign the relation 

between a Web document and the real-world objects that are being described 

within that document (see Fig.17).

Snippet 02 RDFa serialisation of the same two RDF triples as described in Snippet 01.

A number of individuals and organisations have already adopted the Linked 

Data Principles (see Sec.3.2). One example is DBpedia8, which is a dataset 

extracted from publicly available Wikipedia dumps. Because of its breadth of 

topical coverage, DBpedia has served as a hub within the Semantic Web since 

2007 (Hendler et al., 2011, p.33).

As described in Sec.1.1.1, several services have also been launched to automa-

tically or semi-automatically annotate text documents including Calais and 

N.Y.T.’s Editor. The practical implementation of semantic annotation is however 

still considered one of the greatest challenges to the realisation of Semantic 

Web (Domingue et al., 2011). 

Implementation of semantic annotation is discussed further in Sec.5.2.2.

8   http://www.dbpedia.org
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3.4 Ontologies

RDF provides a data model for describing resources, but it does not provide 

any domain-specific terms for describing classes9 of things, and how they re-

late to each other. This function is served by lightweight ontologies which are 

particularly useful for representing knowledge from unstructured text because 

of their flexibility and ability to evolve:

(…) once created, ontologies can be far more easily extended than is for 

example the case for relational database schemas. 
(Domingue et al., 2011, p.755)

Most often ontologies in the context of Semantic Web are expressed in RDFS 

(Hendler et al., 2011, p.57) to declare hierarchies and relationships. As an 

example, an ontology can define that the class Politician is a subclass of class 

Person, which is expressed in Description Logics10 (DL) below:
Politician ⊑ Person

rdfs:subClassOf is used to state that all instances of one class are also instan-

ces of another, meaning that entities of the subclass inherits all properties and 

taxonomies of the dominant class (Hendler et al., 2011, p.57).

Properties are used to state the relation between two resources or between a re-

source and a literal value: The resources Nick Hækkerup and Law can be related by 

the property hasStudied (stating that Nick Hækkerup has studied law): 
(Nick Hækkerup,Law) hasStudied

Similarly to classes, properties can also be hierarchically described by rd-

fs:subPropertyOf, which states that all resources related by one property are 

9   The word class is used in ontologies instead of term or category to describe a category of entities.
10   Description Logics are a family of formal knowledge representation languages often used in AI-re-
search to describe and reason about the relevant concepts of an application domain.
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also related by another.

rdfs:domain is used to state that any resource that has a given property is an 

instance of one or more classes, and rdfs:range is used to state that all values 

of a property are instances of one or more classes (Hendler et al., 2011, p.57). 

E.g. the class Person is domain for the relation hasStudied, and that the class 

Education is range for that relation: 
∋hasStudied.Τ⊑Person
Τ⊑∀ hasStudied.Education

Classes and properties are themselves resources, whose URIs according to the 

Linked Data Principles should be made dereferenceable (Hendler et al., 2011, 

p.57). Existing standard vocabularies (see Sec.5.2.1) should be applied where-

ver possible as underlying ontology, taxonomy and rules can then be reused 

(Hendler et al., 2011, p.61).

Authors of RDFS vocabularies define rules that when paired with a suitable 

reasoning engine (see Sec.3.6) enable implicit relationships and additional 

information to be inferred (Hendler et al., 2011, p.57). Uschold and Gruninger 

(2004) mentions neutral authoring as a way to achieve common understanding 

through ontologies. Interestingly they do not describe what the adjective neu-

tral means. Instead, they go on to add that:

(…) the neutral ontology must cover all of the concepts in each of the tar-

get systems.  
(Uschold & Gruninger, 2004, p.62)

This description can be seen as what others refer to as an overarching ontolo-

gy11 (Hendler et al., 2011), but it is still unclear what neutrality is and how it is 

achieved. This is further discussed in Sec.6.3.

11   An overarching ontology subsume multiple database schemas based on open, lightweight stand-
ards (Hendler et al., 2011, p. 749).
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3.5 Querying data

The Linked Data Principles allow for publishing and accessing simple facts but 

do not support more complex queries (Domingue et al., 2011, p.56). To retrieve 

this type of information, SPARQL must be applied. The query language is de-

signed for evaluating queries against RDF datasets and to ask meaning-driven 

questions to databases of structured data on the Web (Wood, Marsha, Luke, & 

Hausenblas, 2013, chap.5).

A SPARQL-query consists of clauses that define different aspects of the query. 

Table 07 below describes some of the most common used clauses.

Clause Function

PREFIX abbreviates URIs for clarity and to improve readability of the graph pattern

FROM declares what RDF graph(s) is/are being queried

SELECT specifies information interest

CONSTRUCT is used to produce new RDF graphs that either can be presented to the user or fed 
as data source to the next query

WHERE defines the exact graph pattern that has to be matched against Semantic Web 
data. As described in Sec. 3.3 a basic graph pattern consists of individual (subject, 
predicate, object) patterns which are joined by variables, forming a template that 
will be filled during the matching process

FILTER narrows returned results to structures that fulfil specific criteria

Table 07 Common SPARQL clauses and functions after Domingue et al., 2011

Each clause and the combination of these must follow a specific syntax which 

is illustrated in Snippet 03 below.
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    Snippet 03 SPARQL-query requesting name and description of politicians who have been studying
   law. In this example, information is received from the database of open linked data DBpedia

Datasets can be exposed via a SPARQL endpoint12 accessible via HTTP re-

quests which enables remote access to the data and frees it from closed data 

silos (Domingue et al., 2011, p.60).

SPARQL results can be implemented differently in a wide range of applicati-

ons. One way is to format the response in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 

and use the REpresentational State Transfer (REST) request model which is 

one of the most used web service technologies allowing two computer sy-

stems to communicate over HTTP. The model decouples data providers from 

data consumers and allows clients to use uniform interfaces for accessing 

and querying data stored on remote servers (Domingue et al., 2011, p.55).

In the RESTful model, information about resources identified by URIs can be 

accessed directly using simple HTTP GET method13 (see Snippet 08).

12   An example of a SPARQL endpoint can be found here: http://sparql.org/sparql.html
13   GET is used to request data from a specified resource and is one of the most common HTTP 
methods. Data is encoded into the URL and appended to the action URL as query string parameters (W3C, 
ref_httpmethods).
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3.6 Research on Logic, Proof, and Trust

This section returns to the top layers of the Semantic Web Stack: The Unifying 

Logic, Proof and Trust layers which are crucial to most Semantic Web applica-

tions as it is fundamental to know where presented information comes from 

and how resulting conclusions have been constructed. This is not an issue to 

the current Web as humans do most data analysis and integration. Issues of 

documentation and trustworthiness will however be amplified as descriptive 

reasoners and other Semantic Web agents play a greater role (Jarhi & Gaaly, 

2007). Thus, mechanisms for automatic proof checking must be included. The 

layers contain technologies that are not yet standardised, and research within 

each area lacks to provide answers to several questions.

The Unifying Logic layer consists of automatic reasoning systems which operate 

on top of the ontology structure to make new inferences (Pandey & Sanjay, 2010, 

p. 30). It is out of the scope of this study to describe the different types of logic 

that perform these inferences, but it is worth briefly mentioning the Web Ontol-

ogy Language (OWL) and its sublanguages OWL Lite – which provides first order 

logic – and OWL LD – which provides descriptive logic. These sublanguages have 

the capability to deduce complex knowledge from ontologies (Alam et al., 2015, 

p. 120). E.g. if a thing of the type Person has the property profession=”member-

OfParliament”. Then that Person must also be a Politician which is a subclass of 

Person and is the domain of the property memberOfParliament.

This way, Semantic Web technologies not only provide access to combined 

and integrated information, they also enable more decentralised knowled-

ge-based information to be constructed which ultimately empowers more 

advanced systems such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) (see Sec.6.3).

Unifying Logic is currently implemented in several Semantic Web applications, 
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but standards to ensure transparency with how applied ontologies and reaso-

ning mechanisms are constructed are still missing and require more research. 

Without such transparency, biased or manipulated ontologies can ultimately 

provide answers which cannot be distinguished as true or false.

Berners-Lee (2006) included the Proof layer to describe for software agents 

(or human users) why they should believe a retrieved result (Pandey & Sanjay, 

2010, p.30). Generally, metadata about a resource is considered as a proof of 

its content. 

Sergej (2007) defines this as different types of provenance which originally is 

an approach applied in research on relational databases. Provenance descri-

bes how information arrives as a query answer, including information about 

RDF statements contributing to produce the answer and how the query result 

was produced (Sizov, 2007, p.95). Provenance must be considered for each 

piece of metadata and for each triple.

Hendler et al., (2011) argues that Proof can be achieved, if Linked Data Princip-

les are applied to the dataset itself as metadata, including information about 

authorship, currency, and license (Hendler et al., 2011, p.48). One mecha-

nism for publishing this type of metadata is Semantic Sitemaps which are an 

extension of the well-established Sitemaps protocol. 

Sitemaps protocol hints about Web pages that are available for crawling and 

consists of an XML document stored in the root directory which defines ele-

ments such as URL, loc, lastmod, and changefreq (Domingue et al., 2011, p.48). 

This enables data publishers to inform semantic software agents where they can 

retrieve additional descriptive information in RDF (Hendler et al., 2011, p.48).

In practice however, semantic metadata are processed by different loosely 

coupled systems which makes tracking, propagating, and querying difficult 

(Jaques et al., 2012, p.37).
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The Trust layer has not yet progressed far beyond a vision of allowing people 

to ask questions about the trustworthiness of information on Semantic Web 

(Pandey & Sanjay, 2010, p.30):

The trust layer shall ensure that the source of information is judged, and 

also this layer shall ensure that only authorised applications/agents and 

authorised users only have an access to the information.
(Pandey & Sanjay, 2010, p.30)

As suggested by Jarhi & Gaaly (2007), a Web of Trust can be attained through 

digital signatures which are envisioned to check if data really comes from the 

claimed and trusted source. Digital signatures can also be used in combination 

with encryption to ensure confidentiality of information (Jarhi & Gaaly, 2007). 

Implementation of such technologies and systems requires further research.

As discussed above, it is crucial to ensure reliability and trustworthiness 

within Semantic Web applications. Current research envisions how this can 

be achieved, and the framework for different systems and technologies have 

been theoretically outlined. However, practical solutions have not yet been 

developed, thus it is not possible to state that the concept of Semantic Web 

is fully trustworthy as the layers of Trust and Proof have not yet been devel-

oped to an acceptable extend.

Aspects of trustworthiness and reliability is further discussed in Sec.5.2.4, 

5.3.4, 5.4.4, and 6.3.
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4.0 Analysis: Creating news journalism

Chapter 4 provides an overview of key findings from the qualitative analysis carried 

out on participant interviews and PD studies. 

Sec.4.1 briefly outlines how the following sections are organised in relation to the 

analysis. Sec.4.2–4.5 present key findings and interpretations as well as suggestions 

for valuable Semantic Web applications. Detailed documentation for these conclu-

sions is also provided. The chapter concludes with a partial conclusion in Sec.4.6 

answering RQ1 and RQ2.

4.1 Inductive analysis

As mentioned in Sec.2.7, transcripts of qualitative interviews and PD studies of 

eight participants have been inductively coded (see Appendices 9.7–9.14) and 

thereafter analysed.

In total, 16 coding categories have been identified – these are listed with ca-

tegory name and description in Table 08 below. 

The table’s third column shows the total number of references (quotes from 

the participant transcripts) identified for each category. Indexing and archiving 

is the category with the most references – a total of 76 – whereas only 11 re-

ferences constitute the category Social media search. 

The last column shows in how many sets of transcripts each category is iden-

tified – 8/8 meaning that the category has been identified across all eight sets 

of transcripts of participant interviews and PD studies. This documents not 

only whether a category is represented by a high number of references, but 

also whether these references come from only a few participants or if the to-

pic is mentioned by all of the journalists and editors.
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Category Category description Total number 
of references

Files in 
which the 
category is 
identified

Indexing and archiving References describing the importance of in-
dexing and archiving published articles and the 
journalist’s own research

76 8/8

     the media’s archive     References describing how a media uses
    tags and other techniques to index and
    archive published articles and research

    40 7/8

     personal archive     References describing how journalists ar-
    chive research and published articles

    17 6/8

Overview References describing the importance of creat-
ing overview of information when researching as 
well as when presenting knowledge to the users

76 8/8

     research
     (in other sources)

    References describing how journalists
    search in previously published news arti-
    cles and other sources as part of the re-
    search process

    44 7/8

     for users     References describing how journalistic ser-
    vices is used to create overview for users

    32 8/8

Deadlines and efficiency References describing time pressure and the 
importance of efficiency in the journalistic pro-
cess

51 8/8

Trust and reliability References describing the importance of trust 
and reliability during research and when pub-
lishing news articles

51 8/8

     towards sources     References describing the importance of
    reliability and trustworthiness of external
    sources in the journalistic process

    38 8/8

     towards the media     References describing how a media’s trust-
    worthiness can be maintained and enforced

    10 7/8

Query examples References describing participants’ proposals of 
relevant Semantic Web queries

47 8/8

Sources and contacts References describing how journalists find and 
use sources and their contact details

41 6/8

Graphical presentation References describing the importance of graph-
ical presentation of data and how it can be 
improved

24 6/8

Interactive and user-ori-
ented services

References describing the importance of inter-
active and user-oriented services and how it 
can be improved

15 4/8

Social media search References describing the need and enquiries 
for searching in social media resources

11 4/8

Table 08. Coding categories – references
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The category Query examples is analysed separately (see Appendix 9.15). This 

category consists of specific examples of Semantic Web queries (see Fig.05 in 

Sec.3.1 for the difference between traditional Web search and Semantic Web 

queries) proposed by the eight participants throughout the interviews and PD 

studies. These are expressions of what the participants themselves wish they 

could use semantic search or similar technologies for, e.g.: 

Which municipalities are led by a mayor representing Venstre (liberal 

party in the Danish Parliament, red.)? Or even… if I were to be truly clev-

er, I would probably ask: Danish mayors presented by their political party.

(Participant 04)

A total of 22 examples have been collected and re-coded after the existing 

categories. 12 query examples concern the process of finding information in 

other data sources and especially in previously published news articles. Seven 

query examples concern the process of organising published information in a 

suitable way to provide overview for users. Two examples concern challenges 

of finding contact details, and one query example concerns the creation of 

graphic material.

18 out of the 22 hypothetical query examples rely on open data sources such 

as geographical data, information from the media’s own articles, or statistic 

information from Danmarks Statistik14.

As a point of departure, coding categories, query examples, and common refe-

rences from the empirical material have been organised in flow diagrams (see 

Appendix 9.16–9.19). 

The diagrams reveal four areas of interest which are presented in more detail 

in the following sections. The scope of this study does not allow all aspects 

of the analysis to be unfolded. Themes such as graphical presentation, social 

14   Danmarks Statistik or Statistics Denmark is the central authority on Danish statistics.
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media search, and user-oriented services are discussed throughout the inter-

views and PD studies but have been left out of the analysis as the potential 

for Semantic Web applications within these fields seem less obvious.

All references (quotes) are translated to English in the following sections. To 

see the original quoting in Danish please refer to the right set of transcripts in 

Appendices 9.7–9.14.

4.2 Search for contact details

51 references in the transcript material concern time pressure and the need of 

an efficient work process. In the process of creating online news, journalists 

work with constant deadlines and in competition with other media on larger 

news stories. Participants describe how they sometimes spend only a few 

hours producing a news article, and that deadlines in combination with ti-

me-consuming activities are what limit their work. Thus, every tool or tech-

nique that can make the work process more time efficient is of value. On the 

other hand, new services or applications must not require more time for the 

journalists to maintain or use.

Fig.08 The process of creating a news article as described by the eight participants

news stories break 
– often as events 
or via press 
releases or stances  

duration: ~ 2h - 2w

1 2 3 4 5

desk research on 
context and 
relevant sources  

interviewing – 
and occasionally 
data processing

writing and lay-
outing the article

publishing 
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The research process (phase two in Fig.08 above) is mentioned by five out of 

eight participants as especially time consuming. Six out of eight participants 

further mention that they spend a disproportionate and frustrating amount of 

time trying to find the right person (source) to comment on a topic of interest 

(phase three in Fig.08 above).

Participants mention that experts, professors, analysts, and politicians are 

often re-used across articles on a specific topic, thus journalists often re-

search in related articles to find relevant sources. Such searches are however 

difficult to perform on the traditional Web and within a media’s own archive of 

articles, as persons are not semantically related to key terms or organisations. 

Furthermore, these persons’ contact details can be time consuming to find.

(…) sometimes it takes half an hour to find the right person and his phone 

number. That’s why I find it ridiculous that we do not have a shared list 

with relevant people and their contacts (…)
(Participant 04) 

(…) I’ve spent a ridiculous amount of time trying to find the resident chair-

man in Vollsmose. The area is divided into parks, and the chairman of 

Bøgeparken is called something and has changed his number… It can be 

very frustrating.
(Participant 01)

Even though it seems obvious to index used sources and their contact de-

tails in some sort of archive, the current practice of sharing contact details 

and sources is very limited across most media. Only Participant 07 mentions a 

shared database of relevant sources and contact details for the media’s jour-

nalists to use. Instead seven out of eight participants have a personal archive 

consisting of local files, transcripts, and contact details on their computer or 

smart phone. 

I know some of my colleagues have all sorts of documents with contact 

details and stuff. But.... When I transcribe my interviews, I write down 
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name and number of the person. I can then search for it in Word.
(Participant 02)

Local archives and searches within limited silos as described in the quote above 

contradicts even with the concept of the traditional Web. Instead, it is recom-

mended to develop a semantic database of sources and contact details allowing 

a media’s journalists and editors to quickly identify relevant sources in relation 

to specific search terms. Contact details are not described within news articles, 

thus such information must be added and indexed. 

In addition to the sources already used, new sources or even external datasets 

of contact details can be added to the linked database.

This type of application is referred to as Semantic archive of sources and con-

tact details and is the first out of three applications proposed in this study. 

The application for a semantic archive of sources and contact details is exa-

mined and discussed in technical detail in Sec.5.2.

4.3 Search in news articles

As illustrated in Fig.08 above, second phase in the process of creating news 

articles consist of desk research. Seven out of eight participants start their 

research by searching for relevant articles in their own or other media’s online 

archives to get an overview of context, facts, and sources. Often news articles 

are related to previous actions and events, thus research in already-published 

articles is meaningful.

Research in other data sources is also mentioned by all of the participants as an 

important part of their work process. Methods for this type of research and analy-

sis varies from project to project and often includes extraordinary access to docu-

ments or complex data analysis, thus it is not processed further in this study.
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Journalists and editors are not able to perform complete searches in their 

own media’s archive of online articles when they are researching for related 

articles. News articles from approximately the past ten years exist online, 

but they are not indexed or archived in a way that allows for complete search 

queries on key words, persons, or organisations. According to Participant 05 

- digital editor in chief at Berlingske and responsible for the archive of online 

articles - it is not even possible to query a complete list of all articles publis-

hed the past five years.

We have access to the same archive as the users. Of course, we also have 

Bond15 our CMS, but the search options there are very limited. Actually, we 

have closed down the possibilities to perform content search because the 

archive is now so extended… if you perform too many large searches the 

database simply breaks down.
(Participant 05)

Instead, participants describe Google and occasionally Infomedia16 as the best 

search tools available for finding related articles. According to the partici-

pants, Google’s PageRank-algorithm17 is however not suitable for this kind of 

search. Articles might not be linked to relevant key words, and it can be dif-

ficult to get results published several years ago which makes the search pro-

cess laborious, inconsistent, and highly time-consuming.

Several participants emphasise the importance of knowledge sharing between 

colleagues and domains to ensure coherence and to speed up the research phase. 

To compensate for the inconsistent search, information about related articles is 

often shared as word of mouth on editorial meeting or between close colleagues.

15   Bond is an acronym for Berlingske on Drupal (version 7.0). Drupal is a market-leading content 
management system.
16   Infomedia is a Danish company monitoring content from most national, regional, and local media 
as well as news agencies.
17   PageRank is used by Google Search to rank web pages in their search engine results and is a way 
of measuring the importance of website pages. The algorithm is occasionally changed which affects the 
listing of search results.
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A common memory impacts the quality of journalism a lot. It means that 

we can build upon what we already know, and that we don’t have to start 

all over again every time.
(Participant 01) 
 

We could save an incredible amount of time, if we didn’t have to start all 

over again every day.
(Participant 05)

The analysis documents a search practice – shared by all of the participants 

– which is random and inconsistent when it comes to finding related articles. 

This proves a need to semantically index the archive of online articles to 

enable more precise and complete search queries and to empower knowledge 

sharing and speed up the process of desk research. 

At minimum, the analysis finds that semantic annotation of persons, organisati-

ons, places, and key terms is required to perform the kind of search needed. 

Such annotation is rather extensive an might lead to extra and time-consuming 

work for journalists and editors. Interestingly, journalists already spend time on 

applying metadata – in the form of tags and topic pages – for their articles. 

All participants – representing four of the largest news media organisations in 

Denmark – categorise their articles into superficial categories or topic pages 

such as politics, international, and culture. 

Additionally, Berlingske uses predefined keyword tags to index their articles. It 

is the journalists’ responsibility to manually add tags and topic pages. How-

ever, most participants – including the editor in chief at Berlingske who is 

responsible for the tagging process – find the tagging inconsistent and close 

to useless.

I just think… I find it retarded [laughs] that we have to manually add tags. It 
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should... the text should be analysed, or the process should be automated.
(Participant 04)

These tags and topic pages are primarily used to index what category gets 

the most page views. As participants also express, this does not seem to be a 

valuable way of using the time spend on manual tagging. Instead it is recom-

mended to look into how this process can be improved to support Semantic 

Web applications. It should be emphasised that journalists are not trained in 

writing HTML or any annotation syntax, and the annotation process should not 

require such technical skills.

In Sec.5.3. a Semantic Web application for Internal semantic news article search 

is examined and discussed as the second of three types of Semantic Web 

applications. 

As earlier mentioned, journalists often research not just in their own but also 

in other media’s archives; thus, it would be many times more valuable if all 

media agreed on how to index, annotate, and query online articles. Possibiliti-

es for shared standards and practices across multiple media organisations is 

discussed in Sec.5.3.3.

4.4 Providing layers of information

All of the participants (a total of 32 references across all eight transcripts) 

describe that providing relevant information in a way that creates a sense of 

proximity and overview for the users is essential when publishing online news 

articles. The category is especially urgent in PD II where participants were 

asked to analyse three online articles from a user perspective. As a result of 

this activity (see Appendix 9.20), seven out of eight participants suggested the 
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ability to click or hover on key terms, persons or organisations to get more 

information about these concepts. This was referred to by a number of parti-

cipants as layers of information.

If our readers asked themselves: Hey, what was that about? Then they 

could delve into more information about… eh… the corona virus or what-

ever. We could also avoid describing x, y, and z over and over again.
(Participant 05)

Participants use tools such as infoboxes to add additional encyclopaedic infor-

mation. Sometimes these infoboxes are manually copied and reused in other 

articles about the same topic, this however requires that the journalist is 

aware of the existing infobox and know where to copy it from.

Seven out of eight participants express that they do not think that online 

news articles today deploy the opportunities of providing elaborate informa-

tion about concepts mentioned in news articles. Most online articles do not 

differ remarkably from articles published in newspapers: They primarily con-

sist of static text, and only occasionally provide hyperlinks to other sources of 

information. If the user wants to explore these additional sources, he or she 

needs to follow the link and leave the article.

All participants emphasise that users should be able to easily skip additional 

information, and that implementation of this kind of information must not re-

quire extra time-consuming research. When discussing this, three out of eight 

participants argue that news media organisations and encyclopaedias need to 

be distinguished.

We are a news media not a database. People do not turn to us to find 

out… eh, how many members of Parliament have a journalistic education 

(…) My fear is that we then tend to… to build a database of information just 

because it is nice to have. 
(Participant 05)
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Participants also emphasise that journalists first and foremost ought to be 

critical towards authorities, and that this is more important than to provide 

factual information and news you can use.

Interactive elements are great if they add to the story, but if I were to 

spend a lot of my time making funny widgets to make people wiser on 

different aspects of the world… then I would no longer consider myself a 

journalist, I think. 
(Participant 03)

It can be concluded that there is a need for better and faster implementation 

of additional, encyclopaedic information about persons, organisations, locati-

ons and key terms in news articles. It should also be stressed that journalists 

are expected to focus their resources on investigative research and not spend 

more time than necessary on encyclopaedic infoboxes.

These requirements can be met by opportunities for reusing and autogenera-

ting information within the concept of Semantic Web. It is crucial that auto-

generated content is firmly fact-checked and up to date: If a single infobox 

contains incorrect information, users might question the reliability of all other 

content on the media’s platform.

Instead of developing large-scale systems that can generate all sorts of info-

boxes, it is recommended to focus on a specific type of information to ensure 

the quality of information.

Participants stress that small summaries of persons mentioned in news ar-

ticles is a type of infobox frequently used. This type of information is generic 

and could ultimately by autogenerated. 

Within the concept of Semantic Web this is possible if information about a 

specific person – this could be a media’s previous descriptions of that person 

– is semantically annotated. This type of Semantic Web application enables 

reuse of a media’s content and ensures trustworthiness as the application re-
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lies on fact-checked information from the media’s own archive. 

Participants do not agree on whether a news article in itself – without ad-

ditional information such as autogenerated summaries – should contain all 

relevant information, or if it can be expected that users look up information 

on their own. This disagreement can be interpreted as a movement away from 

traditional article-based reporting towards more platform-centred journalism, 

and it is recommended for news media to discuss and examine in more detail 

when developing applications for autogenerated content.

Development and implementation of the third type of Semantic Web applicati-

on: Semantic Infobox: Summary for autogenerated summaries is examined and 

discussed in Sec.5.4.

4.5 Trust and reliability

A final major category identified during analysis is Trust and reliability which is 

mentioned as crucial to news journalism by all participants (a total of 51 refe-

rences across all eight transcripts). This category is two-sided: First and fore-

most (38 references), participants discuss fact-checking and reliability of the 

sources they use when creating news articles (as part of phase two and three 

in Fig.08). The other aspect of the category is about protecting and reinforcing 

the media’s trustworthiness and reliability in the eyes of its users. This has 

been emphasised in recent years as the phenomena and discussion on Fake 

News has increased.

In the process of creating news stories, five out of eight participants primarily 

use experts such as professors or analysts to validate information and causa-

lities, and to comment on correlations found in datasets. 

Sometimes these experts are also used instead of data to bypass time con-
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suming research and analysis. In such situations, journalists are not able 

to check documentation and argumentation but have to rely solely on the 

expert’s objectivity and reliability.

It is much easier to call someone who thinks to remember something 

which makes him an expert. Then you have to rely on that, and then we 

can write the article, move on.
(Participant 01)

Participants describe this as an accepted condition even though a majority 

admit that it is not best practice, and that they prefer to get access to the 

construction of arguments and stances.

It is impossible to do any kind of reverse engineering when you do not 

have the documentation. I think it is totally frustrating.
(Participant 04)

Interestingly, some of the participants use the same argument when presen-

ted with the concept of linking different online data sets with the support of 

Semantic Web technologies. Participants find the method powerful but are 

sceptical towards a potential lack of transparency.

A good thing about doing the analysis myself is that I think I get a better sense… 

that I am in control and somehow responsible (…) It is reassuring to have seen 

the calculation with my own eyes instead of just getting the answer.
(Participant 07)

All participants represent independent media organisation18 and highly believe 

that they themselves influence and contribute to the protection and enforce-

ment of their media’s trustworthiness.

18   Media's independency has often been contested as a normative principle in media policy and jour-
nalism where each journalist should make decisions and act according to her own logic. The term independ-
ent media is often used to distinguish media organisations from state media (Karppinen, K. & Moe, H. 2016).
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Unsolicited, seven out of eight participants describe how Semantic Web tech-

nologies can potentially strengthen the reliability of the media they work for. 

As an example, if additional information about an expert’s educational back-

ground, his scientific articles, and seniority is easily provided in relation to a 

news article (as described in Sec.4.4), this would enforce transparency and 

reliability of that expert. Deduced, this also improves trustworthiness of the 

media which is transparent about its use of expert sources19.

It can be concluded that documentation and transparency with calculations 

and causalities are crucial when designing Semantic Web applications in the 

context of news journalism. Trustworthiness and proof of documentation is 

however an Achilles’ heel for the concept of Semantic Web (see Sec.3.6). This 

is a huge – though limited described – disadvantage for Semantic Web tech-

nologies in the context of news journalism as applications are of no use if 

proof and transparency cannot be guaranteed.

However, news journalism as a genre contains qualities to overcome this chal-

lenge: News articles are per definition well-researched, and the media and its 

journalists per definition guarantee that facts and statements are documen-

ted and trustworthy. Semantic Web applications relying exclusively on infor-

mation from news articles (the media’s own database) constitute a closed but 

trustworthy Semantic Web. When participants were asked to come up with 

hypothetical examples of search queries for a Semantic Web, 10 out of 22 qu-

eries (see Appendix 9.15) relied on information from a media’s own archive of 

articles (internal RDF links).

A closed graph – of internal RDF links only – is however in conflict with the 

core concept of Semantic Web as an open global graph combining different 

19   News media organisations’ (mis)use of biased experts who pretend to objectively comment on 
current event is central to the discussion about Fake News.
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domains of information. If all organisations designed Semantic Web applicati-

ons to rely only on data from their own databases, then there would simply be 

no Semantic Web. 

As a starting point it might be fruitful to design Semantic Web applications 

relying exclusively on internal RDF links as this allows media organisations to 

build small-scale but valuable applications that can be implemented and ap-

plied immediately. At the same time, these small-scale applications contribute 

to prepare IT-architecture and infrastructure to take advantage of full-scale 

Semantic Web applications as soon as systems or certifications for trustwor-

thiness and transparency are developed.

It is out of the scope of this study to document how many Danish linked data 

providers exist, but linked data is not a standard format among established 

Danish data providers such as public organisations. Thus this is another rea-

son for developing Semantic Web applications which as a starting point rely 

exclusively on internal RDF links.

The concept of Semantic Web is designed to be expanded continuously. As 

described in Sec.3.3, RDF graphs can quite easily be merged, thus it is pos-

sible to build an application relying on internal RDF links with the purpose of 

expanding that later to include external sources too. This is discussed further 

in Sec.5.2.4, 5.3.3, and 5.4.4.

4.6 Partial conclusion (answering RQ1 + RQ2)

The qualitative analysis reveals three areas within Danish news journalism 

with significant potential of improvement in the context of Semantic Web.

The first area concerns the challenge of finding the right person to comment on 

or evaluate a specific topic. Journalists often research in related articles to find 
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relevant sources. Such searches are however difficult to perform on the traditio-

nal Web as persons are not semantically related to key terms or organisations.

This part of the work process can be improved by implementing a semantic 

database of sources and contact details allowing a media’s journalists and 

editors to quickly identify relevant sources and their contact details in relation 

to specific search terms. The analysis finds that information about all persons 

described in previously published articles need to be annotated to form a data-

base of already used sources. This application is referred to as Semantic archive 

of sources and contact details and is discussed in technical detail in Sec.5.2.

The second area concerns issues of finding previously published articles rela-

ted to a specific concept. When news break, journalists often search for con-

text, facts, and sources in related news articles published by their own media 

or by others. Journalists and editors are however not able to perform comple-

te searches even in the media’s own archive of articles. Journalists experience 

inconsistency and limitations in standard search engines such as Google whe-

re it can be difficult to search for articles published a long time ago.

This process can be empowered through semantic annotation: If all persons, 

organisations, places and key terms described in a media’s archive of articles 

where semantically annotated, it would be possible to perform thorough and 

complex search queries. Such annotation is laborious and time-consuming, 

however the analysis reveals that journalists already spend time on tagging 

and annotating articles before publication. This tagging process is superficial 

and does not support searchability remarkably, and it is recommended to look 

into how it can be improved to support Semantic Web applications instead. 

Sec.5.3 discusses in more technical detail how a Semantic Web application for 

Internal semantic news article search can be implemented.

The third area targets improvement of user experience and concerns the issue 

of adding encyclopaedic information in a short amount of time. The analysis 
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finds that Danish news articles do not deploy online opportunities of provi-

ding additional information, and that Danish news journalists are not willing to 

spend more time than absolutely necessary on writing additional, encyclopa-

edic information about persons or other concepts mentioned in news articles. 

On the other hand, it is demonstrated that such additional information con-

tributes to transparency and ultimately supports a media’s trustworthiness. 

Especially infoboxes about experts or other authorities can be used as docu-

mentation for why these are chosen as expert sources. 

The analysis indicates that Semantic Web technologies can be applied to 

autogenerate this type of additional information. To ensure the quality of in-

formation, it is recommended to focus on one type of infobox – autogenerated 

summaries – and as a starting point design the application to rely exclusively 

on information from a media’s own database of annotated information. This 

application is referred to as Semantic infobox: Summary and is discussed in 

technical detail in Sec.5.4.

For all of the three areas of interest and the suggested solutions, the impor-

tance of documentation, proof, and transparency is emphasised. This is an 

Achilles’ heel for the concept of Semantic Web as standards or certifications 

to guarantee trustworthiness are not yet developed. To overcome this chal-

lenge, the suggested solutions can be designed to rely exclusively on a media’s 

own trusted sources of information (internal RDF links) as a starting point. 

This is however in conflict with the core concept of Semantic Web, and it is 

recommended to extend the applications in a controlled way to also include 

external sources of linked data. 

Opportunities and challenges of such expansions are discussed in Sec.5.2.4, 

5.3.3, and 5.4.4.
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5.0 Technical analysis and discussion: 
Creating news journalism in the context of 
Semantic Web

Chapter 5 discusses how three types of Semantic Web applications can be developed 

to support the needs of Danish news journalists identified in Chapter 4.0.

Sec.5.1 outlines the three types of applications, before each of them is described 

and discussed in more detail in Sec.5.2–5.4. These sections focus on what technical 

requirements needed for each application to be realised. The chapter concludes with 

a partial conclusion in Sec.5.5 answering RQ3.

5.1 Developing Semantic Web technologies 
for news journalists

Analysis of the qualitative interviews and PD studies with journalist partici-

pants found several areas where the work process of Danish news journalists 

can be improved. The areas span from the process of research and finding 

contact details to elements of improved user experience (see Sec.4.1–4.5); 

however, the areas also have common traits: They pivot around optimising 

the amount of time that journalists need to spend on specific tasks (see 

Sec.4.2-4.3) and at the same time ensuring trustworthiness and reliability (see 

Sec.4.4-4.5).

On basis of this analysis, three specific applications are proposed in this study 

(an introduction of each application can be found in Sec.4.6):

• Application I: Semantic archive of sources and contact details

• Application II: Internal semantic news article search

• Application III: Semantic infobox: Summary
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The applications match the concept of Semantic Web anno 2020 and accede 

to the most common needs identified in the qualitative research. 

It is important to note, that the three applications do not comprise a comple-

te list of how Semantic Web technologies can support Danish news journalism 

today or in the future. It is possible to imagine more powerful solutions; how-

ever, these transcend the scope of this study and also the technological and 

practical limitations of 2020.

The aim of this study is to identify Semantic Web applications with documen-

ted value to journalists working in Danish newsrooms today and technically 

examine and discuss how these can realistically be implemented.

5.2 Semantic archive of sources  
and contact details

The following sections contain step-by-step examination of how a semantic 

archive of sources and contact details can be realised. The aim of this type 

of application is to allow a media’s journalists and editors to quickly identify 

relevant sources and their contact details in relation to specific search terms. 

The section concludes with a discussion on challenges and perspectives on 

further development.

This type of application raises questions about privacy and GDPR regulations 

as people’s names are connected and archived together with personal infor-

mation such as phone numbers and e-mail addresses. It is out of the scope 

of this study to go into a detailed discussion about legal rights and ethics as 

these topics are extensive enough for a separate examination. It should how-

ever be mentioned, that the application is thought of as an integrated part of 

the media’s CMS or intranet and thereby protected by a personal login autho-

risation process. This means that only the media’s journalists and editors can 
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access the information, and that an administrator has the possibility to avert 

specific types of data combinations or exclude some user groups from parts 

of the contained information. This way, the application can be modified to ca-

ter for regional regulations or work ethics.

5.2.1 RDF graphs, URIs and vocabularies 
for sources and contact details

As mentioned in Sec.3.3, RDF graphs are used to visualise how statements 

can be expressed using subject-predicate-object triples. Fig.09 below shows 

the simplest graph for describing sources in news articles. This is the mini-

mum amount of information needed to build a functional archive of sources 

and contact details where journalists can easily evaluate the source’s area of 

expertise (worksFor, knowsAbout, areaOfExpertise) and reliability in a specific 

context (jobTitle, qualifications). The graph also meets the third Linked Data 

Principle about triples that should be included in a resource’s RDF/XML de-

scription (see Sec.3.2).
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Fig.09 Minimum graph structure for semantic description of sources and contact details. In this example, 
namespaces are used in instead of URIs to improve readability.

All resources (represented by circles in Fig.09 above) must be organised in a 

formalised ontology with class hierarchies and domain- and range relations 

(see Sec.4.3). Taxonomies and ontology rules can be created using the free, 

open source editor Protégé. This is however extremely time consuming, thus it 

is recommended to use existing standard vocabularies to describe RDF-triples 

as URIs for resources and properties as well as the underlying taxonomies and 

rules of the standard vocabulary can then be reused.

The generic example in Fig.09 above demonstrates how the standard vocabu-

lary Schema.org20 can be used to describe a given source with his or her con-

20   Schema.org was launched in 2011 by Google, Yahoo, and Bing as a standard for semantic mark-up 
of web pages (Bradley, A. 2013). Schema.org has grown to become one of the most popular standard vo-
cabularies.
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tact details as well as information about workplace, title, level of education 

etc. Schema.org is however limited when it comes to linking a source to its 

areas of interest or expertise. In the example above, the Schema.org-property 

knowsAbout is partially used to describe this. Schema.org recommends21 that 

knowsAbout is used for linking a resource to other Persons or Organisations but 

not topics such as Epidemic, Infrastructure, or Banking. In order to do so, the 

vocabulary needs to be extended with a property such as areaOfExpertise.

It is out of the scope of this study to describe in detail how standard voca-

bularies can be extended, but it is worth briefly mentioning that any extensi-

on should be done in controlled namespaces and with terms from RDFS and 

OWL to relate the new resource or property to terms in an existing vocabulary 

(Hendler, Heath, & Bizer, 2011, p.63). The construction of new resources or pro-

perties should also live up to the Linked Data Principles so that Semantic Web 

applications can look up their definitions.

All news media organisations examined in this study own at least one domain22 

(namespace), thus these are obvious to use for minting URIs for new properties 

such as areaOfExpertise, e.g.: http://media.dk/vocab/0.1/areaOfExpertise

Equally, each source (Person) should be named and described with a set of 

URIs according to the Linked Data Principles (see Sec.3.2) within the media’s 

domain (see generic examples in Table 09 below).

Types of URI-reference Example

URI for the real-world person http://media.dk/resource/Person/Soeren-Bro-
stroem01

URI for a related information resource that de-
scribes the real-world person and has an HTML 
representation

http://media.dk/page/Person/Soeren-Brostro-
em01

21   See recommended use: https://schema.org/knowsAbout
22   In this study, participants represent news media organisations with the following domains: http://
www.berlingske.dk, http://www.tv2.dk, http://www.dr.dk, and http://www.jyllands-posten.dk
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URI for a related information resource that de-
scribes the real-world person and has an RDF/
XML representation

http://media.dk/data/Person/Soeren-Brostro-
em01

Table 09 Types of URI-references (example)

To fulfil the areaOfExpertise-triple - or any other triple in Fig.09 with a resour-

ce as the object - the vocabulary must include or be extended with resources 

describing each object as illustrated in Fig.10 below.

Fig.10 RDF graph showing areaOfExpertise for the source Søren Brostrøm, head of Danish Health Authority

The list of resources needs to be rather extensive, and it is recommended 

to reuse as many existing resources from standard vocabularies as possible. 

As a starting point, concepts from The International Press Telecommunicati-

ons Council’s (IPTC) Media Topics NewsCodes23 can be adopted. This ontology 

contains hundreds of resources tailored to describe news article content in 

different languages, including Danish. The use of multiple sets of vocabularies 

is further examined in Sec.5.3.1.

Most standard vocabularies include resources phrased only in English which 

might entail a language issue when used for annotating news articles in Da-

nish. This language differentiation presents a weakness of semantic annotati-

23   https://www.iptc.org/std/NewsCodes/mediatopic/treeview/mediatopic-en-GB.html
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on as it can be hard to integrate and might cause inconsistency or missing 

links. To overcome this, sameAs-relations can be used to juxtapose similar 

terms in different languages (see Fig.11 below). Thus, it is recommended to 

create new resources in Danish for all things and terms and link these to 

English resources – if possible, some which already exist in standard vocabu-

laries – via sameAs-relations. This ensures that the Danish resource becomes 

part of the global graph and allows standardised software to be applied (see 

Sec.5.2.2).

Fig.11 SameAs-relations to juxtapose resources in different languages. The uppermost resource does not 
need to be ‘translated’ as this is a global resource from the IPTC-vocabulary. The bottom resource is a 
name and does not need to be ‘translated’ either.

Named resources such as Persons and Organisations can be directly reused in 

English as there most often is no difference in the English and Danish phra-

sing of these.

For this type of application, properties from standard vocabularies can also be 

reused in English as these are not being displayed (instead symbols are used, 

see Fig.14). Annotation and querying in different languages are further discus-

sed in Sec.5.2.3.

Additionally, it is recommended that Danish news media organisations who 

use tags to index their articles (see Sec.4.3) convert these into resources and 

apply Linked Data Principles to create URIs for each tag (see Sec.3.2). This 

way, the indexing which is already applied by tags can be used as a starting 
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point for the semantic annotation. Each resource representing a tag in Danish 

should be linked to a resource (from an existing standard vocabulary) descri-

bing the same thing but in English as discussed above.

For clarity, additional examples and graphs in this study only include resour-

ces in English. Each of these can potentially be linked via sameAs-relations to 

resources in Danish.

5.2.2 Serialisation and annotation of 
sources and contact details

Semantic annotation can be implemented in each news article using RDFa as 

described in Sec.3.3.1 and illustrated in Snippet 04 below. The HTML code is 

extracted from a news article24 about Covid-19 and contains semantic infor-

mation about head of Danish Health Authority, Søren Brostrøm, who is used as 

a source in the article.

Snippet 04 HTML with RDFa annotation of source details. Note how information about contact details are 
added as meta-tags which allow them not to be displayed in the published document.

24   https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/indland/vi-har-nu-det-man-kalder-samfundssmitte-i-danmark
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Based on this annotation, an RDF-description of the source Soeren-Brostro-

em01 can be generated and viewed by looking up the URI http://media.dk/data/

Person/Soeren-Brostroem01 (see Snippet 05 below). This description consti-

tutes data points for a semantic archive of sources and contact details.

Snippet 05 RDF/XML description of the source http://media.dk/resource/Person/Soeren-Brostroem01

To ensure transparency and traceability, it is recommended to add metadata 

to the RDF/XML description about the person who has applied the semantic 

annotation and how recently the dataset was updated (see Sec.3.6 about Se-

mantic Sitemaps).

RDFa annotation in Snippet 05 above is manually added. This is a very ti-

me-consuming process and requires basic knowledge of HTML and the RDFa 

syntax which journalists are not expected to possess. Thus it is necessary to 

develop and implement systems that can automatically or semi-automatically 

write this annotation.

In 2008, Thomson Reuters launched the linked data entity extractor Calais 

(see Sec.1.1.1) which is a Web service capable of annotating documents with 
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URIs of places, people and organisations mentioned in unstructured text such 

as news articles (Hendler, Heath, & Bizer, 2011, p.35). Today, Calais is integrated 

in the latest version of Drupal which is the content management system (CMS) 

used by Berlingske, Danmarks Radio, and Jyllands-Posten. This study will not 

go into detail on how Calais can be activated in Drupal and applied in a Danish 

context as this is an area extensive enough to be a study on its own. Also, it 

requires an update to the latest version of Drupal which neither Berlingske, 

Danmarks Radio, or Jyllands-Posten has today.

Larger news media organisations such as BBC and N.Y.T. have developed their 

own annotation systems. BBC Juicer was built in 2011 as an API to extract 

concepts from news articles and link them to DBpedia resources (see Sec.1.1.1). 

The annotation is performed completely automatically as an algorithmic pro-

cess and is not manually or editorially controlled (BBC Newslab, 2018). Accor-

ding to the BBC News Lab, the API was shut down in 2018:

Since we failed to find any other sustainable uses, we shut it (BBC Juicer 

API, ed.) down in 2018
(BBC Newslab, 2018)

It requires dedicated research to conclude exactly why BBC failed to find any 

sustainable uses. With the technology available today, it is however hard to 

imagine how quality annotation can be secured in a fully automated process, 

and one reason can be that the BBC Juicer annotation was not detailed and 

precise enough to use in truly valuable applications.

In 2015, N.Y.T. launched a similar service as an experimental AI project. This 

service is simply called Editor and is a semi-automated tool for annotating 

news articles with semantic information (see Fig.12 below). According to N.Y.T., 

the application comprises a simple text editor, supported by a set of networ-

ked microservices that are trained to apply specialised N.Y.T. resources to text 

documents (N.Y.T. Labs, 2015). When journalists write a specific name or 
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keyword, they are immediately provided with drop-down suggestions for how 

the concept can be described semantically. This way, annotation becomes an 

integrated part of the writing process, and the journalist herself possess edi-

torial control of the annotation.

Fig.12 N.Y.T.’s Editor launched in 2015 as an experimental project exploring the collaboration between ma-
chine learning systems and journalists.

According to Sandhaus (2012), more than 60 people were involved when N.Y.T.'s 

Editor was launched. This is more people than work in most Danish newsro-

om, and the resources put into developing this type of annotation tool is out of 

the scope of any Danish news media organisation. 

Whether the solution is to implement a document annotator like Calais into a 

media’s CMS or develop a tailored annotation system, the practical integration 

and use of semi-automated annotation systems can be considered one of the 

most challenging aspect of developing Semantic Web applications for news 

media organisations today.
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Annotation for a semantic application to query relevant sources and contact 

details can however be kept relatively simple (see Fig.08). Detailed descripti-

ons and multiple relations connected to each resource will improve the search 

tool and make it more precise, but the application can be limited to a fixed 

set of properties from only two vocabularies and still be highly valuable to Da-

nish news journalists. This means, that annotation for this type of application 

does not need to rely on AI but can be developed using existing techniques for 

traditional search applications.

5.2.3 Information query and user interface

Once semantic annotation is applied, it is possible to query sources and their 

contact details related to specific organisations, persons or topics.

This can be done using SPARQL-queries and the library SPARQL Lib as illustrated 

in Snippet 06 below. The example retrieves information from the open database 

DBpedia (l.81 in Snippet 06) using the endpoint http://dbpedia.org/sparql. Theoreti-

cally this endpoint can be replaced by a media’s linked database instead.
   

   Snippet 06 Example of SPARQL-query requesting information about a relevant source linked to the
   topic Epidemic through the DBpedia-property knownFor.
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In the example, a query is performed requesting name, title, work organisation, 

education, and contact details for all sources connected to the term Epidem-

ic via the DBpedia property knownFor (l. 92). This is attained using a SELECT 

clause to list the requested information (l.89 in Snippet 06) and different 

WHERE clauses to state what relations the information should exist in (l.90–

98 in Snippet 06). The OPTIONAL clause (l.99 in Snippet 06) makes sure, that 

the query does not break, if information about phone or email is not anno-

tated. Finally, the FILTER clause (l.100 in Snippet 06) ensures that results are 

retrieved in Danish.

For brevity, a set of PREFIX clauses (l.84–87 in Snippet 06) are used to replace 

URIs with namespaces, e.g. dbo: is used as a PREFIX referring to the DBpedia 

ontology which the property knownFor is a part of. Theoretically, this can be 

replaced with a property within the media’s own ontology, such as: http://me-

dia.dk/vocab/0.1/areaOfExpertise.

Journalists are not trained in writing SPARQL-queries, and it is recommended 

to develop a search panel and design a user interface to guide the constructi-

on and formatting of these queries. Fig.13 below illustrates how such a simple 

search panel can be constructed.
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Fig.13 Suggested search panel for sources and contact details search

The search panel includes options to search for contact details of an already 

known source and to search for relevant sources related to a specific term, a 

workplace or with a specific educational background.

When searching for sources, the search panel suggests three fixed search 

parameters (the properties: areaOfExpertise, worksFor, and qualifications) to 

be matched with different search terms (values). It is possible to type each 

search term and choose between suggested predefined terms from the me-

dia’s controlled vocabulary. These appear from a drop-down list as the user 

starts typing. The user can fill out all of the parameters or only one of them.

The user interface ensures that the combination of properties and values are mat-
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ched and formatted correctly following the SPARQL syntax. The technical imple-

mentation of this formatting can be performed using the library SPARQL Lib, howe-

ver it is out of the scope of this examination to go into further detail with this.

The user interface is phrased in English even though the search panel is desig-

ned for Danish news journalists. The reason for this is to urge or encourage users 

to write search terms in English. As discussed in Sec.5.2.1, standard annotation is 

by default written in English, and resources describing terms in Danish should be 

linked to English equivalents via sameAs-relations. This enables search queries 

with search terms phrased in Danish to be performed, however English will always 

be a more robust search language. This language differentiation weakens usability 

for Danish news journalists, but annotation in English ensures that RDF triples can 

easily be linked to international sources. Furthermore, querying in English makes 

news journalists aware that they are querying a database which is potentially 

connected to the entire world – this might even encourage them to research for 

stories they normally would not have thought of.

Information retrieved in the query can be integrated and formatted using PHP: Hy-

pertext Preprocessor (PHP) and different if-statements as illustrated in Snippet 07 

below. If the query contains any results, h2-tags with names of the relevant sour-

ces are displayed together with information about title, workplace, education, and 

contact details of each source (l. 111-137).
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Snippet 07 PHP to integrate and format information about source and contact details

Fig.14 below illustrates how a user interface can be designed for a search 

panel and listing of results. Note how results are retrieved and displayed with 

values phrased in Danish to increase usability.

Additionally, it is recommended to implement an edit function enabling users 

to easily edit information if these are not updated. Updated information 

should automatically be integrated in the resource’s RDF/XML description (see 

Snippet 05 and Sec.5.2.1).
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Fig.14 Search panel and results list for sources and contact details

5.2.4 Sources and contact details:  
Challenges and further development

As mentioned in Sec.5.2.2, practical implementation of semantic annotation 

is one of the most challenging part of this type of Semantic Web application. 

First, all the media’s tags need to be converted to linked data resources with 

URIs and RDF/XML descriptions, then a large number of sources and concepts 

within each news article need to be annotated with semantic mark-up refer-
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ring back to the linked data resources.

To reach a critical number of annotated concepts, the established Semantic 

Web community25 emphasises large-scale cooperation and user contributions. 

Same method needs to be applied within a news media organisation: Every 

journalist must contribute with pieces of semantic information and add this to 

the database when she comes across new or updated data.

This also means, that the type of application is not suitable for smaller organi-

sations. In fact, it is recommended that multiple Danish news media organisa-

tions – and their journalists – join forces and build a database of sources and 

contact details together. The information contained is generic and not protec-

ted by copyrights, and multiple media organisations can possibly contribute to 

and value from a shared database.

The application – as described in the sections above – rely exclusively on in-

formation from a media’s own database of articles (internal RDF links). If per-

sons described in all articles published within the past five years were to be 

annotated, the archive would contain hundreds of relevant sources, and the 

application would be highly valuable to journalists and editors.

However, if the application truly is to be considered part of the Semantic Web, 

it should rely on external sources of linked data too (external RDF links). This 

expansion must be done in a controlled way, where only reliable datasets are 

included (how to guarantee trustworthiness is further discussed in Sec.5.4.2). 

Datasets containing name, title, and contact details of all active politicians in 

Denmark could be retrieved from political organisations or municipalities and 

linked to the media’s database. Ultimately, these datasets consist of alrea-

dy annotated linked data, and the integration would consist merely of linking 

each source to relevant concepts (in the media’s database) through areaOfEx-

pertise-relations.

25   The Linked Open Data Cloud (https://lod-cloud.net/#) keeps track of how many datasets have been 
published in the linked data format. The organisation also contributes to conferences and advisory boards.
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More controversially, a semantic archive of sources and contact details could 

be linked to a media organisation’s e-mail system. Meaning, that every time a 

journalist receives an e-mail – which most often contains information about 

the sender’s name, title, workplace, and contact details – the sender would 

be annotated as a possible source within the semantic database. This additi-

on increases the need for further examination of privacy and GDPR regulati-

ons and the protection of this type of information in the context of Semantic 

Web. It is out of the scope of this study to go into such legal discussions, but 

it is worth mentioning that a solution could be to exclude parts of the media’s 

database from being part of the global Semantic Web ecosystem (see also 

Sec.5.4.4 for reflections on reliability certifications and Semantic Sitemaps).

5.3 Internal semantic news article search

The following sections contain stepwise examination and discussion of how an 

application for sematic search for news articles within a media’s database can 

be implemented. The aim of this type of application is to allow a media’s jour-

nalists and editors to perform complex and complete searches for articles re-

lated to relevant concepts within the media’s own archive. The section conclu-

des with a discussion of challenges and perspectives on further development.

5.3.1 RDF graphs and vocabularies  
for semantic news article search

Semantic search for news articles related to specific topics, persons, or orga-

nisations requires concepts to be annotated in RDF triples the same way as 

for the semantic archive of sources and contact details (see Sec.5.2.1).

In order for the search to be detailed and extensive enough, it is found in the 
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analysis (see Sec.4.3) that all persons, organisations, locations, and key terms 

described in each news article need to be semantically annotated. Every text 

paragraph in every news article contains multiple RDF triples describing spe-

cific concepts and their relations to other resources. As an example, this al-

lows journalists to query a complete list of all news articles about the Olympic 

Games 2020, which is not possible with standard search engines (see Sec.4.3). 

Further, a semantic search application can sort the list of results by date of 

publication or filter it to only show articles also related to the resource Tokyo.

Fig.15 below illustrates how a paragraph in a random news article26 can be 

modelled using RDF graphs. For clarity, the model is simplified and contains 

blank nodes (see Sec.3.3). In theory these blank nodes can connect the graph 

to other graphs and combine them to one global graph describing the entire 

archive of articles.

Fig.15 RDF graph for annotating a news article paragraph (simplified for clarity)

26   https://www.dr.dk/sporten/ol/datoer-udsat-ol-er-fundet-legene-begynder-23-juli-2021
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This annotation is much more comprehensive than what was needed for the 

archive of sources and contact details and requires use of multiple vocabula-

ries to describe relevant relations between different domains. In the example 

above, four of the most common vocabularies (see Table 10 below) are used 

together with BBC’s sport vocabulary designed to describe sport events.

Use of multiple vocabularies constitutes challenges of selecting the most 

relevant vocabularies and making sure that these are not used simultaneously 

to describe resources inconsistently. As an example, the vocabularies 

Schema.org and FOAF contains almost the same properties for describing per-

sons and their relationship to other persons and organisations, thus it should 

be decided which of the two to use. A selection of vocabularies needs to be 

firmly integrated in a document annotator (see Sec.5.2.2), and the annotator 

should be programmed to always have one dominant vocabulary so that si-

milar annotation options (from different vocabularies) are not suggested for 

describing the same thing.

Vocabulary (ontology) Domain

http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl# designed to semantically describe events

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ designed to semantically describe persons and their 
relation to other persons

http:/www.schema.org/ consists of multiple sets of vocabularies and can be 
used to describe a variety of domains from persons to 
medical equipment

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/owl# designed to semantically describe geographical locations

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/sport designed to semantically describe sport events

Table 10 Vocabularies and domains

All resources and properties are described with URIs – some of them reused 

from existing vocabularies, some of them created as new resources within the 

http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl#
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
http:/www.schema.org/
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/owl#
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/sport
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media’s controlled domain (see Sec5.2.1). As an example, it is recommended to 

create URI-references within the media’s controlled domain for Tokyo and Den 

Internationale Olympiske Komité (IOC) in the example illustrated in Fig.15 above 

(see Table 09 for examples of how such URI can be minted). Resources from 

different vocabularies that describe the same thing can be interlinked through 

sameAs-relations as illustrated in Fig.16 below. Here the country of Denmark is 

represented by one URI-resource in N.Y.T.’s vocabulary and another URI-re-

source in the DBpedia ontology.

Fig.16 sameAs-relation showed as RDF graph

This interlinking ensures that the resource in N.Y.T.’s vocabulary inherits the 

rules and taxonomies (see Sec.5.2.1) of the resource in DBpedia.

As described in Sec.3.3.1, it is important to distinguish real-world objects from 

the HTML document that describe these (the news article). Thus, it is recom-

mended to annotate not only concepts and domains but also metadata about 

the Web document and its relation to concepts described within it (Hendler 

et al., 2011, p.19). Fig.17 below illustrates how such relations can be modelled 

using RDF graphs.
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Fig.17 RDF graph for assets-, tagging- and domain ontologies (simplified for clarity). In this example, the 
rNews-ontology is used to annotate metadata about the NewsItem.

In the example, the rNews ontology27 is applied to annotate information about 

author, publication data, and thumbnail-URL. The vocabulary is designed by 

IPTC to ensure consistency in how news media annotate metadata. Fig.17 abo-

ve describes what metadata (in the area assets ontology) are recommended to 

annotate about online news articles. As an example, this allows users of the 

semantic news article search application to search for concepts described by 

a specific journalist or written within a specific timeframe.

In order for journalists to apply semantic RDFa annotation as they write and 

publish articles, a robust annotation system – integrated into the CMS – is 

needed (see Sec.5.2.2).

Even with an annotation system such as N.Y.T.’s Editor, the process of seman-

tically describing an entire news article requires more time, than journalists 

spend on tagging articles today. Current technology still requires manual edi-

ting to secure quality mark-up (see Sec.5.2.2), and it should be considered 

whether this is a task for journalists, editors, or maybe even dedicated mark-

up specialists to do.

27   http://iptc.org/std/rNews/2011-10-07#
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5.3.2 News article query and user interface

Once all concepts are semantically annotated, it is possible to develop an ap-

plication to perform complex and complete searches within a media’s databa-

se of linked data. In fact, such an application already exists: N.Y.T. has created 

a semantic search application for their archive of articles – consisting of news 

articles from 1981 to today – where more than 100.000 people, places, organi-

sations, and descriptors (terms) are annotated (N.Y.T. Developer, n.d.). The ap-

plication is designed as an Application Programming Interface (API) for public 

use over the HTTP protocol and is used as a case study in this examination.

N.Y.T.’s semantic API includes seven concept types (see Table 11 below) each 

represented by a URI-reference in the N.Y.T.-controlled vocabulary28. Similarly, 

the specific concept name – that is searched for – needs to exist as a term in 

the controlled vocabulary.

Concept type Concept type name Specific concept name (example)

Descriptor nytd_des Baseball

Location (places) nytd_geo Kansas

Organisation nytd_org 3M Company

Person nytd_per Obama, Barack

Public organisation nytd_porg Department of Agriculture

Title (creative work) nytd_ttl The Joy of Painting (Tv Program)

Topic nytd_topic Health

Table 11 N.Y.T. concept types

28   N.Y.T control a range of URI’s for their vocabulary. The base URI for one of them looks like this:
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/
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N.Y.T.’s list of concept types almost matches the concept types identified in 

the qualitative analysis: Persons, organisations, locations, and key terms (see 

Sec.4.3).

N.Y.T. provides two concept types for organisations: nytd_org and nytd_porg. And 

three concept types for key terms: nytd_des, nytd_ttl, and nytd_topic. The terms 

nytd_org and nytd_porg can possibly be mixed up: If a journalist wanted to get 

an overview of articles about a specific public organisation but used the con-

cept type nytd_org in a search query, theoretically no result would be retrieved. 

Similarly, it is difficult for users to distinguish between the use of nytd_des and 

nytd_topic. It is recommended to design a search application with the simplest 

possible set of concepts (see Table 12 below).

Concept type Concept type name

Person media_per

Organisation media_org

Location media_loc

Topic media_topic

Table 12 Recommended set of concept types

Concept types and concept type names can be used to construct a request 

URI. E.g. if a journalist wants to get an overview of all N.Y.T.’s news articles 

about Denmark, the semantic request URI should follow this structure:

http://api.nytimes.com/svc/semantic/v2/concept/name/nytd_geo/Denmark&a-

pi-key=[API-key]29

The query result is received in JSON (see Appendix 9.21 for results retrieved 

29   To use the N.Y.T. Semantic API, users must register in order to get a personal API key. This allows 
N.Y.T. to control who uses their service and for what purposes.
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on April 2nd, 2020), which is a format commonly used to transmit data bet-

ween server and Web application.

Fig.18 below shows a comparison between the N.Y.T.’s semantic search result 

and the result of a similar search on Google which is the search tool journa-

lists most often use for this type of searches (see Sec.4.2).

Fig.18 N.Y.T. semantic news article search vs. traditional Google search. The two types of searches 
are conceptualised in Fig.05
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Fig.18 illustrates how N.Y.T.’s semantic search provides a precise and more 

complete list of articles sorted by the article most lately published, whereas 

the Google results list is of a more random character.

Journalists cannot be expected to remember the exact URI syntax and spel-

ling of the different concept type names offhandedly. Thus it is recommended 

to design a search panel and user interface to guide the construction of these 

queries. Figure 19 below illustrates how an ideal user interface can be desig-

ned in order to combine the needs of news journalists and the requirements 

for a search URI.

Fig.19 Search panel for semantic news article search

The search panel contains a drop-down menu where users can choose one 

of four predefined concept types. It is then possible to type a search term 

and choose between suggested predefined terms (within the chosen search 

concepts) from the media’s controlled vocabulary. These appear from a drop-

down list.

Similar to the application for sources and contact details and for the same 
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reasons, the user interface is phrased in English (see Sec.5.2.3).

Finally, the search panel includes possibilities for combining two or more 

search concepts and search terms as well as possibilities for sorting the re-

sult list by either most recently published articles (newest) or articles most 

related to the search term (most relevant).

The N.Y.T. Semantic API provides additional optional parameters such as con-

cept_uri and article_uri, however these do not provide information with rele-

vance to news journalists, and the options have thus been left out of a recom-

mended search panel design.

Construction of the N.Y.T. semantic search as an API is sensible as the functi-

on is then easy to integrate in different services such as a CMS, an intranet, or 

even in the front end of a media’s public website.

APIs can be implemented in HTML-documents, and results can be retrieved and 

displayed using RESTful requests (see Sec.3.5) as illustrated in Snippet 08 below.

Snippet 08 Implementation of N.Y.T. semantic search API

This example retrieves the latest N.Y.T. news articles about the descriptor 
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Olympic Games (l.6 in Snippet 08).

The analysis proves that journalists perform this type of search to get an 

overview of related articles including headline, description, publication date, 

and URL-link to the original article (see Sec.4.2). Snippet 08 above demon-

strates how this information can be formatted and displayed for each search 

result using JavaScript (l.21–38 in Snippet 08).

It is possible to display additional information such as related concept types or 

concept type names, but the analysis does not find a need to include such addi-

tional information as journalists do not orientate in topic pages or tags.

Finally, it is recommended to layout search results as a list overview. Fig.20 

below demonstrates how three search results – from the query performed in 

Snippet 08 on April 2nd, 2020 – can be listed.

Fig.20 N.Y.T. semantic news article search – recommended display of results

With slight adjustments – as described and discussed in the paragraphs abo-

ve – it is recommended to develop an internal semantic news article search 

based on the model of N.Y.T.’s already existing semantic API search.

The section below further discusses the use of a semantic news article search 

in the context of Danish news media and the cost of semantically annotating 

every news article.
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5.3.3 News article search: Challenges  
and further development

As described in the sections above, implementation of a semantic news artic-

le search application requires semantic annotation of every paragraph in every 

article published by a Danish news media. This requires training and imple-

mentation of completely new work processes for news journalists or even 

recruitment of annotation specialists. Such implementation is extensive and 

should be topic for a cost benefit analysis: What are the benefits of a seman-

tic news article search application?

As described in Sec.4.3, an internal semantic search application highly sup-

ports the first phases of journalists’ research processes. This applies to all of 

a media’s journalists across all domains, and the time spent on searching for 

relevant news articles might even match the extra time required for anno-

tating key terms and concepts. A complete annotation also strengthens the 

search tool for sources and contact details (see Sec.5.2) as persons, organisa-

tions, and topics will be interweaved in more detail.

Additionally, the search application (in combination with the search tool for 

sources and contact details) potentially offers completely new possibilities for 

journalists to search the archive and extract information. Some of these pos-

sibilities meet the requirements and wishes expressed by participants in the 

qualitative research interviews and are worth briefly mentioning.

First of all, the semantic search tool can be used to display relevant articles 

related to a specific topic. Possibly, this function can automatically insert 

links to related articles in a specific news article. This is something journalists 

currently do manually – because existing technologies for inserting related 

articles are not good enough (see Sec.4.3 and Appendix 9.11). An automation 

of this process saves time for each journalist and enables links which are not 
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present to the journalist to be added.

 

Participants also suggest that a semantic search tool can potentially be used 

to analyse how minorities are represented and used as sources in the overall 

news coverage.

Are ethnic minorities only interviewed for articles about crime statistics? 

Or are they also used as cases for more ordinary topics like childcare or 

delays in public transportation? It would be highly relevant for any media 

to be aware of this type of bias, I think.
(Participant 01)

Technically, this can be realised by adding a function to the search application 

that allows users to display what concept type names (resources) most often 

cooccur in articles describing a specific term, location, person or organisation.

As described in the quote above, this type of analysis can be used as a tool for 

the media, but it can also provide research for new articles worth reading for 

the public. Participant 02 imagines: 

It would be interesting to analyse a specific topic… as an example, the 

debate about violation and offending behaviour – it would be interesting 

to analyse the gender, age, and education of experts used in articles about 

that. Then maybe we could write something like: “Yong female gender re-

searchers dictate debate about offending behaviour” (…).
(Participant 02)

It can be concluded that complete annotation of all news articles can poten-

tially benefit all phases of the journalistic work process – from brainstorming 

on new ideas, to research and publication.

Annotating a media’s archive of news articles using URIs also has the advan-

tage of being a lightweight archive. In the qualitative research, Participant 05 

mentions that the media he presents has removed options for content search 
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within the CMS as the entire system then crashes (see Sec.4.3). Such problems 

are eliminated when applying Linked Data Principles and semantic annotation. 

As discussed above (see Sec.5.3.2), linked data Web archives can even be ma-

naged inside APIs and implemented in different user interfaces.

The sections above describe how a semantic search application can be im-

plemented within a media’s own archive of articles. Journalists however of-

ten research in other media’s archives too (see Sec.4.3), and it would increase 

usability remarkably, if not only one but all Danish news media organisations 

decided to semantically annotate their articles and provide open API search 

tools. If all annotated information in all Danish news media archives live up to 

the Linked Data Principles (see Sec.3.2), it is possible to interlink the archives 

and query all of them using the same search panel.

As discussed in Sec.5.2.3, it is recommended to connect resources phrased in 

Danish to equivalent resources in English as this potentially allows data to be 

interlinked not only with other Danish news media archives but to be part of 

one global graph (see Sec.3.3) containing all the world’s media archives. Po-

tentially, this allows journalists to query information in news media archives 

all over the world which might reveal completely new patterns and support 

journalist cooperation across borders.

5.4 Semantic infobox: Summary

The following sections contain step-by-step examination and discussion of 

how an application for autogenerated semantic infoboxes can be realised. 

The examination pivots around development of a summary as a specific type 

of infobox displaying date of birth, title, work experience, education etc. of a 

specific person. The aim of this type of application is for journalists to easily 
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integrate encyclopaedic and trustworthy information about persons mentio-

ned in current news articles.

The section concludes with a discussion on challenges and perspectives on 

further development.

5.4.1 RDF graphs and vocabularies  
for semantic summaries

The analysis finds (see Sec.4.4) that autogenerated summaries must include 

information about a person’s name, job title, workplace, educational backg-

round and seniority. This way integrated summaries can strengthen a media’s 

trustworthiness as they document why professors or other authorities are 

chosen as expert sources (see Sec.4.4–4.5).

Additionally, summaries should include personal information such as date 

of birth, family relations and historical information about previous jobs and 

memberships. This allows readers of the news article to easily recap informa-

tion about the person (see Sec.4.4), and ultimately news journalists can use 

the application as research tool.

The following sections examine how this type of information can be annota-

ted in a media’s archive of articles and how its database of linked data can be 

extracted and used for autogenerating summaries. The use of internal data 

exclusively guarantees journalists and users that information contained in the 

summary at some stage has been fact-checked and edited by a journalist, but 

it also means that the application can only generate summaries for persons 

previously mentioned by the media. Expansion of the application and additio-

nal use of external sources are later discussed in Sec.5.4.4.

As described above, a minimum of information is needed for generating infor-
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mative summaries. Fig.21 below describes a generic example of this informati-

on as an RDF graph and demonstrates how Schema.org can be used to descri-

be most of the data included. The graph can be seen as an extension of the 

graph displayed in Fig.09 for sources and contact details.

Fig.21 Minimum graph structure for semantic summaries

Schema.org is used in advantage of FOAF (see Sec.5.3.1) as this vocabulary 

is more detailed when it comes to describing work relations. In the example 

above, the relation worksFor is applied, this can however be exchanged with 

relations such as ownerOf or memberOf if the person described is a company 

owner or member of a political party.

Fig.21 above contains one worksFor-relation. Most people work several places 

throughout their carrier, and realistically several worksFor-relations are ne-

eded. In order to describe employments chronologically, Schema.org recom-

mends30 using the properties startDate and endDate for each Workplace. Same 

principle can be applied to the alumniOf-relation to indicate when a Person 

30   https://schema.org/Person - see recommendation next to the column hasOccupation
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started a specific program or graduated. In this case, startDate- and end-

Date-relations must be applied to the programType.

Relations such as spouse, alumniOf and qualifications might be left as blank 

nodes for some people. These should still be included as part of the summary 

as no university degree or no spouse is also valuable information.

Finally, the property description contains a string-value as object. This can 

be used to add and include information written as plain text. Journalists and 

editors should however aim at including all information as RDF-triples as data 

can then be reused in other contexts, e.g. to query all Persons related to a 

specific Workplace or all Persons born on a specific birthDate.

For this type of application, it is important to make sure that all string valu-

es are phrased in Danish, and that all resources describing anything else than 

names are linked to resources phrased in Danish via sameAs-relations (see 

Sec.5.2.1). Similarly, all properties need to be linked to equivalent properties 

in Danish. This allows the autogenerated summary to be displayed with both 

properties and values phrased in Danish (see Fig.23).

All of the information is included in the RDF/XML description of each person 

(see Sec.5.2.2) forms the data points which the semantic application uses to 

autogenerate a person’s summary.

5.4.2 User interface and fact-checking

An application for autogenerated summaries differs from the two previous 

solutions, as it contributes with information displayed directly as part of the 

news article and not only support research. Ultimately, autogenerated content 

can be implemented by a few clicks, and the journalist should not need to 

spend additional time on fact-checking and proofreading. This highly increases 

requirements for reliable information as one incorrect information contained 
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in an infobox might affect the trustworthiness of all other content on the me-

dia’s platform (see Sec.4.4).

In 2019, some Danish news media organisations started experimenting with 

autogenerated content including fully automated articles reporting sport results 

and financial accountings. In at least one case31, the media was criticised for 

publishing crude and deceptive information about local enterprises. The case 

has been discussed in public media and was unsolicited mentioned by four out 

of eight participants during the qualitative interviews as something to avoid.

These initial experiences with autogenerated content make it clear that journa-

lists are expected – both by users, sources and journalists – to perform source 

criticism even when they do not write the content themselves. Infoboxes and 

small summaries differ from traditional news articles, as they can be described 

as encyclopaedic and as a genre do not declare to present new information. It 

is however still recommended that journalists are provided with possibilities to 

check and edit autogenerated summaries before publishing.

Possibilities for fact-checking can be provided as metadata about when the 

summary was last updated, and what sources the data is collected from. As 

described in Sec.5.2.2 this kind of transparency and traceability can be im-

plemented using Semantic Sitemaps which allows metadata to be included in 

the RDF/XML descriptions (see also Sec.3.6).

Fig.22 below demonstrates how a user interface – integrated in the CMS – for 

implementing and fact-checking autogenerated summaries can be designed. 

A technical description of how summaries are queried and formatted can be 

found in Sec.5.4.3.

31   https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/syd/robotter-spytter-artikler-ud-i-flere-store-medier-hans-ot-
to-endte-i-avisen
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Fig.22 User interface for integrating semantic summaries

The user interface is designed for Danish news media organisations and jour-

nalists and the interface is phrased in Danish: E.g. Summary is translated to 

Blå bog. Similarly, properties and values are preferably retrieved and displayed 

in Danish, but if the semantic annotation only includes values in English these 

are being displayed in English. This is often the case for names and job titles.

The analysis finds that journalists are not willing to invest much time on ge-

nerating summaries, thus a simple, fast-to-use interface is prioritised. The 

journalist simply highlights a person’s name and uses the right-side panel32 

32   This panel is an existing part of Drupal’s user interface and can also be used to paste photos, code 
boxes, videos etc. into the article.

Blå bog
Michael Ryan

Opret ny komponent OPRET

Kontrollér og opret blå bog

Tilføj information

Opret Blå bog

Navn Michael J. Ryan
Fødselsår 1965

Titel Doctor and Executive Director / chef 
for WHO’s krisehåndtering

Arbejdplads WHO Health Emergencies Programme

Uddannelse Medicin
Universitet National University of Ireland

Uddannelse Master of Public Health
Universitet University College Dublin

År 2019–

Titel Operational coordinator
Arbejdsplads WHO Epidemic Response

2000År

Titel Director of Global Alert Operations
Arbejdsplads WHO Health Emergencies Programme

2005–2011År

Ægtefælle Máire Connolly

Titel Assistant Director-General
Arbejdsplads WHO Health Emergencies Programme

År 2017–2019

Titel Senior Advisor / senior rådgiver
Arbejdsplads WHO Global Polio Education Initiative

År 2013–2017

Titel Operational coordinator
Arbejdsplads Global Polio Eradication Initiative

År 2011–2013

Billede https://translate.google.dk/?hl=da&tab=iT

Expertise Epidemier, Sundhed, Polio, WHO, 
Coronavirus

Seneste artikler https://www.berlingske.dk/internatio-
nalt/who-test-af-coro-
na-vaccine-kan-ske-om-faa-maaneder

https://www.berlingske.dk/internatio-
nalt/who-antallet-af-vi-
russmittede-i-kina-har-stabiliseret-sig
https://www.berlingske.dk/internatio-
nalt/who-brede-
re-brug-af-masker-kan-have-effekt-paa-s
mittespredning

Data

Navn Michael J. Ryan

Titel (aktuel) Doctor and Executive Director / 
chef for WHO’s krisehåndtering

Kilde

Artikel https://www.berlingske.dk/inter-
nationalt/who-antallet-af-vi-
russmittede-i-kina-har-stabiliser
et-sig

Senest opdateret 08.02.20

Forfatter /Ritzau/AFP

Tilføj information

Tilføj information

choose property

type or choose value

Add additional information

Panel 01

Panel 02

Panel 03Panel 04
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(panel 01 in Fig.22) to create a summary. A display then appears (panel 02 in 

Fig.22) showing all relevant information about that person. For each line of 

information, the journalist is provided with options to edit data or inspect the 

data source (panel 03 in Fig.22). This way, the journalist can review when a 

person’s current job title was last updated or delete outdated information.

It is also possible for the journalist to add new information (panel 04 in Fig.22) 

using predefined properties and predefined or typed values. This panel is 

phrased in English similar to the user interface in Fig.13 and for similar reasons 

(see Sec.5.2.3).

When the journalist has reviewed the information, she simply clicks Kontrollér og 

tilføj blå bog, and an autogenerated summary (see Fig.23) is pasted to the article.

5.4.3 Displaying infoboxes

Summaries can be queried and formatted using SPARQL-queries and SPARQL Lib 

the same way as results are retrieved and displayed for the sources and contact 

details application (see Sec.5.2.3). For autogenerated summaries it is recommen-

ded to apply a fixed standard query instead of basing it on input from a user pa-

nel. Snippet 09 below illustrates how such a standard query for summaries can 

retrieve information from the media’s database of linked data (l.83, Snippet 09) 

and how it can be formatted. The purpose of this examination is to demonstrate 

what information should be included and how it can be formatted rather than 

describing in technical detail how this can be implemented.
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Snippet 09 SPARQL request for semantic summary

The example in Snippet 09 queries information about names, title, work organisa-

tion, description, spouse, university, degree, area of expertise, and date of birth (l.95–

105, Snippet 09) for a Person with the name Michael Ryan (l.92–93, Snippet 09).

The OPTIONAL clause (l.106, Snippet 09) makes sure that the summary does 

not break if some of the information do not exist.

Finally, the query includes a FILTER clause (l. 107 Snippet 09) which filters in-

formation to be displayed in Danish, e.g. chef for WHO’s krisehåndtering instead 

of Executive Director (see Fig.22 and Fig.23).

It is relevant to include previous articles – published by the media – related to 

the person presented in the summary (see Fig.23). This can be achieved using 

the same method as for querying and displaying articles related to a specific 

topic (see Sec.5.3.2 and Snippet 08). In this case, topic should be replaced 

with media_per as concept type (see Table 12), and the name of the specific 

person as concept type name.

Information retrieved from the SPARQL-query can be formatted and displayed 
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using PHP and different if-statements as roughly illustrated in Snippet 10 below.

Snippet 10 PHP to integrate and format summary information

 

Personal summaries already exist as a type of infobox in news articles (see Sec.4.4) 

and can be considered a genre of its own. When layouting and displaying autoge-

nerated summaries existing standards and conventions should therefore be fol-

lowed in order to strengthen usability. Fig.23 below illustrates how a summary can 

be displayed and formatted in a news article context. The example contains the 

same information as queried and formatted in Snippet 09 and Snippet 10.
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Michael J. Ryan

1965Født
Máire ConnollyPartner

Chef for WHO’s krisehåndtering

Uddannelse

Medicin, National University of Ireland
Master of Public Health, University College Dublin

Karriere

WHO Health Emergencies Programme
2019– Chef for WHO’s krisehåndtering

WHO Health Emergencies Programme
2017–2019 Assistant Director-General

WHO Global Polio Education Initiative
2013–2017 Senior rådgiver

Global Polio Eradication Initiative
2011–2013 Operational coordinator

WHO Health Emergencies Programme
2005–2011 Director of Global Alert Operations

WHO Epidemic Response
2005–2011 Operational coordinator

Privat

Seneste artikler

WHO: Test af coronavaccine kan ske om få måneder
WHO: Antallet af virussmittede i Kina har stabiliseret sig

WHO: Bredere brug af masker kan have effekt på 
smittespedning

Ekspertområder

Epidemier · Sundhed · Polio · WHO · Coronavirus

Fig.23 Design and layout of semantic summary

The analysis finds (see Sec.4.4) that users should be provided the opportuni-
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ty to either display or skip additional summaries, and it is recommended to 

integrate summaries as pop-ups33 when clicking on or simply hovering over the 

name of a person as it first appears in the news article. Similar to integrat-

ed hyperlinks, which are often underlined or highlighted in bold, this requires 

textual layout, so that users know where to expect additional information.  

Pop-ups are usually generated using simple HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Snip-

pet 11 below illustrates how a pop-up can be animated with a simple script-

tag to show the pop-up on click.

   Snippet 11 JavaScript to display semantic summary as pop-up

33   Originally, pop-ups are forms of online advertising and consists of small windows that suddenly 
appear (pops up) in the foreground of the visual interface (Oxford Dictionary, lexico; pop-up).
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For clarity, the popup is left without content in the example above (l. 41, Snip-

pet 11). In reality, information retrieved from the SPARQL-query should be 

inserted inside the second set of span-tags.

5.4.4 Semantic infobox: Challenges and 
further development

Autogenerated summaries as described in the sections above rely exclusively 

on linked data from the media’s own archive, meaning that the application is 

limited to display information about persons previously described by the me-

dia. Similarly, some people might only be superficially described, which cau-

ses the autogenerated summary to be incomplete as datapoints are missing. 

The information contained is still correct, but the level of inchoate information 

is a great disadvantage of the application.

In order to truly support news journalists, and to truly take advantage of the 

concept of Semantic Web, the application should be extended to rely also on 

external sources of linked data. As an example, access to the open linked da-

tabase DBpedia (see Sec.3.5) would enable the application to generate sum-

maries (in English) for more than 1.4 million people34. The application’s trust-

worthiness is however no longer guaranteed as DBpedia is an open source 

database that can be edited by anyone.

In other words; external databases must be trusted and protected in order to be in-

cluded in the application. Furthermore, they must also contain annotated values writ-

ten in both English and Danish in order to generate and display summaries in Danish.

34   The English version of the DBpedia knowledge base describes 4.58 million things, out of which 
1.445.000 are classified as persons (https://wiki.dbpedia.org/about).
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Linked databases from public institutions35 such as the parliament, municipa-

lities, and universities are obvious to include. Even though these institutions 

are reliable sources, it is recommended to develop some kind of certification 

to guarantee that the datasets live up to current GDPR regulations and are 

maintained and up to date, e.g. guaranteeing that the dataset are reviewed at 

least once every month, and that a person registered with name and contact 

details is responsible for this maintenance. This might seem like an unpropor-

tionally large amount of work to ensure the quality of simple encyclopaedic 

information; however, it stresses how complex it is to ensure and protect a 

news media’s trustworthiness.

Establishing national or even international standards for the quality and main-

tenance of linked databases allows media organisations – and other organisa-

tions – to share and reuse encyclopaedic data from each other. As demonstra-

ted in the analysis, news journalists across Danish news media organisations 

work in very similar ways and with extended focus on research and fact-

checking (see Fig.08). These conventions might ease the process of defining a 

set of standards for summary data, but legal and practical implementation of 

such certifications requires further research.

The sections above, demonstrate how autogenerated summaries can be de-

veloped and implemented as a specific type of semantic infobox. A similar 

method can be applied to develop different kinds of infoboxes to automati-

cally describe organisations, explain key terms, or create timelines. It is out of 

the scope of this study to describe these additions in detail; but some reflec-

tions are worth briefly mentioning:

First of all, the language issue – with annotation values in both English and 

Danish – is enhanced in any other type of infobox. For the summary, this issue 

35   The national platform for public Open Data, OpenData.dk, lists around 900 linked datasets cov-
ering topics such as traffic flow counts, locations of public parking meters, drinking water stations, and 
population prognosis.
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is less distinct as English job titles and names of organisations and educations 

are often used in the Danish language. It would however be highly distracting 

if an infobox provides information about a term or an invention in a mix of Da-

nish and English.

The context of information is also difficult to incorporate in autogenerated 

content. The same way as news articles present the most relevant information 

first, infoboxes are often edited to support the news article in the best possi-

ble way. This editing is difficult to implement automatically, and the informati-

on provided might seem less relevant.

Finally, decisions about layout and design should be considered. The summary 

is lay outed as a simple table, though more complicated designs are required 

to communicate timelines.

5.5 Partial conclusion (answering RQ3)

Chapter 5 examines and discusses what technical requirements and usability 

considerations can be found for three Semantic Web applications to be realised:

• Application I: Semantic archive of sources and contact details

• Application II: Internal semantic news article search

• Application III: Semantic infobox: Summary

Each application includes unique features; however, the applications also sha-

re several common traits and requirements:

Each application requires semantic annotation of a large number of concepts 

(persons, places, organisations, and key terms) described in a media’s archive of 

articles. It is recommended that standard vocabularies are used to write this 

annotation as URIs, and underlying rules and taxonomies can then be reused. 

The vocabulary Schema.org has proved to be applicable for describing per-

sons, their personal details, relations to other persons and to organisations. In 

addition to Schema.org domain specific vocabularies – such as 
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http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl# and http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/owl# – 

needs to be integrated to describe events, sport activities, geographical loca-

tions etc. Additionally, the examination identifies one case where standard vo-

cabularies need to be extended with a new property (areaOfExpertise) in order 

to describe the relation between a source and this person’s area of expertise. 

For the semantic article search, technical analysis demonstrates that anno-

tation of metadata is beneficial, and that this can be applied using the IPTC’s 

rNews ontology.

By default, most standard vocabularies phrase resources and properties in 

English. This however demonstrates to be inconvenient in the context of Danish 

news media where query results and autogenerated content should be display-

ed in Danish in order to ensure usability. Technical analysis indicates that this 

inconvenience can be managed by creating URIs phrased in Danish – within the 

media's controlled namespace – for each resource and property. Ideally, each of 

these Danish resources and properties should be connected to English equiva-

lences (in standard vocabularies) via sameAs-relations to ensure that the anno-

tation becomes part of the global graph constituting the Semantic Web.

Annotated linked data can be retrieved using SPARQL-queries or API technolo-

gies in combination with RESTful requests.

Queries can either be implemented as fixed pre-set SPARQL-queries – as is 

the case for the semantic summary – or be constructed based on input from 

a user interface – as is the case for the archive of sources and contact details 

as well as the semantic news article search. Journalists are not trained in wri-

ting SPARQL-queries and the importance of a robust user interface to guide 

the construction of each search query is emphasised. The user interface must 

cater for both technical requirements such as SPARQL syntax and request 

URIs as well as the news journalists’ possible needs. PHP and different if-sta-

tements can be used to format and display retrieved information.

http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl#
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/owl#
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In theory, it is possible to annotate, and query linked data for the three types 

of Semantic Web applications, but severe challenges are met when it comes 

to apply semantic annotation to every paragraph in every news article. It is 

recommended to write the annotation as RDFa immediately before publishing, 

and to support this process by semi-automatic software. This type of software 

– e.g. Calais or N.Y.T.s Editor – exists today, but further research is needed to 

examine efficiency and accuracy in a Danish context.

Technical analysis demonstrates that two of the three applications proposed 

in this study – the Internal semantic news article search and the Semantic in-

fobox: Summary – require profound annotation of all persons, places, organi-

sations, and key terms mentioned in a media's archive of news articles. Even 

with support from annotation software, this process is highly time consuming 

and requires implementation of completely new work processes, contribu-

tions from several news journalists, and possibly employment of dedicated 

annotation specialists.

The third application – the Semantic archive of sources and contact details – re-

quires less thorough annotation and is thereby a more realistic suggestion for a 

Semantic Web application that can benefit Danish news media in near future.

The technical discussion concludes that it is beneficial to apply metadata 

about the semantic annotation for all application types to ensure traceability 

and reliability of data. Metadata can be provided as Semantic Sitemaps and 

should include information about when the annotation was last updated and 

who wrote it. Potentially, this metadata can reinforce a shared set of stan-

dards or a type of certification to guarantee trustworthy linked data, which 

ultimately enables Danish news media – and other organisations – to share 

and reuse annotated information.

Finally, it is important to stress that the three applications proposed in this 
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study are developed to support – not replace – journalists. They should be 

considered tools similar to encyclopaedias or calculators, and journalists 

using the application should always be critical towards the information provi-

ded and the context in which it is to be used.
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6.0 Comparison and outlook

Chapter 6 discusses key findings of this study in perspective of the current state of 

journalism– and Semantic Web research. This is done to evaluate this study's con-

clusions and to qualify its contribution to the fields of research. Sec.6.1 compares 

the Semantic Web applications proposed in the study at hand with existing solutions 

developed for news media, while Sec.6.2 discusses methods for future research and 

development. Finally, Sec.6.3 discusses aspects of AI.

6.1 Comparison with existing Semantic 
Web applications for news media

As part of the introductory literature review of this study (see Sec.1.1.1), 25 

existing Semantic Web applications for the news media industry has been 

identified (see Appendix 9.2).

A majority of these applications (see Table 13 below) are concerned with con-

tent search and new ways of presenting already published information. As an 

example, BBC’s music page enables users to list all BBC programmes featuring 

a specific artist.

Only five of the applications are developed as research tools to support jour-

nalists’ work process.

Type of Semantic Web application Number of identified examples

Application for categorising, sorting, or presenting pub-
lished content

13

Application allowing users to generate new content by 
querying information across multiple datasets

6

Application designed as research tool for journalists 5 (two of these are not developed as 
prototypes but merely exist as theoretical 
thought-up examples)
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Application designed to commercially distribute and 
sell journalistic information

1

Table 13 Categorisation of Semantic Web applications for the news media industry. Categories 
have been applied using a grounded theory approach.

This predominantly user-centred focus can be interpreted as a result of a de-

veloping process where insights of journalists and editors have not previously 

been implemented. Instead the needs of end-users (consumers of news stori-

es) have been put in focus.

In comparison, all of the applications proposed in this study (see Sec.5.2–5.4) 

can be characterised as research tools that in some way support the work 

process of Danish news journalists.

A previous focus on developing Semantic Web applications for categorising 

and sorting published information should also be understood in the context of 

when these applications were developed. Most of the applications identified 

in the literature review are launched around 2007 (see Appendix 9.2). At this 

time standard search engines were facing problems with ambiguous search 

terms and the integration of multiple search results (see Sec.1.1.2). Since then, 

the PageRank-algorithm has become much more powerful, and most lately 

Google Search also applies structured data to enable special search result fe-

atures (Google, 2020). As a result of this rapid development, a large part of the 

issues described to motivate the development of Semantic Web applications 

for news media (see Sec.1.1.2) are no longer applicable as Google already brid-

ge that gap.

This comparison indicates, that it might be beneficial to change the objective 

of Semantic Web development for the news media industry: Instead of focu-

sing on how already published information can be presented, this study de-
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monstrates (see Sec.4.2–4.5) that potentials of Semantic Web are more likely 

to be unfolded within the work process of news journalists.

This perspective also contributes to journalism research. In most news-

rooms, ways of digital storytelling are being discussed and examined (Me-

adows, 2003). A majority of these discussions concern superficial styling and 

how content can be animated and communicated interactively (Pavlik & Pavlik, 

2017). However, Semantic Web technologies – as presented in this study – in-

troduce not only ways of animating and communicating information, but new 

practices for content creation, including models for how journalists can use 

previous research and articles as mouldable building blocks instead of a com-

pletely blank sheet every time news stories break.

This constitutes entirely new areas of journalism research and potentially 

leads to separate examinations of the future role of journalists, cooperation 

between media organisations, documentation, and reliability.

6.2 Domain-oriented development

This study applies a domain-oriented approach for the development of Seman-

tic Web applications. First, needs within a specific domain – Danish news me-

dia – have been analysed, then Semantic Web standards, methods and tech-

niques have been combined and applied to accede those needs. 

The approach is acknowledged within IT development for its ability to clarify 

circumstances, requirements, and difficulties specific to a certain domain (Oli-

veira, Rocha, & Travassos, 1999). Within the field of Semantic Web the appro-

ach is however relatively new. Instead, Semantic Web research tends to focus 

on developing universal standards and on describing how these in theory can 

be applied in all contexts (see Sec.3.1–3.4).
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In this study, the approach fruitfully illuminates how the guarantee of trust-

worthy information should be paid special attention when developing applica-

tions for Danish news media, and that this cannot yet be fully achieved within 

the concept of Semantic Web (see Sec.5.4.4).

Another major domain-specific challenge identified in this study is the prac-

tical annotation of large amounts of text material (see Sec.5.2.2). In this case, 

existing theories are applicable, but robust software still needs to be devel-

oped before it can be achieved in a time efficient way.

The findings of this study are not extensive enough to conclude anything sub-

stantial, but they indicate that it might be fruitful to apply a domain-oriented 

approach in future Semantic Web research. When examining and developing 

for one domain at the time, researchers are forced to solve challenges of a 

more pragmatic character which according to this study is what is needed for 

the Semantic Web to truly make a leap.

6.3 Trust and Proof – and AI

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be described as 

(…) phrases that are intimately associated with the very essence of the 

Semantic Web vision 
(Idehen, 2001).

The core intention of Semantic Web is to make content readable by machines 

which ultimately not only improves findability but also enables knowledge- 

and context-based information to be generated. This way semantic annotation 

can be seen as pure preparation for AI agents.

However, this study demonstrates that AI in the context of Danish news media 

still seems very distant. As described in Sec.5.4.2, remarkably little research 
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explores aspects of reliability and objectivity within the field of Semantic Web 

even though major challenges on how to secure trustworthy information need 

to be solved before AI can even be discussed. As demonstrated in Sec.5.4.4 

these challenges need to be solved not only locally, but as standards or cer-

tifications agreed upon by all trustworthy linked data providers. Before even 

suggesting implementation of AI agents, Semantic Web researchers must pro-

vide solutions for these top layers of the Semantic Web Stack.

The concept of neutral ontologies (see Sec.3.4) is also worth briefly mentioning 

in the context of AI. The concept of ontologies presupposes that the entire 

world can be objectively categorised. However, several current debates illu-

strate how this in reality often becomes a matter of political discussion, e.g. 

should the term Homosexuality be classified as a subclass of the class Illness 

or not? The World Health Organisation defines homosexuality as an illness, 

while Danish health authorities do not.

This illustrates how those in charge of annotating information and construc-

ting underlying ontologies can easily influence the way we understand our 

surroundings which has proved to be extremely powerful. In contrast to the 

power of current media, this impact is much less visible and traceable and 

should be an area of extreme interest for researchers in the field of Semantic 

Web and in the field of journalism.
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7.0 Conclusion

Chapter 7 concludes this study and summarises its findings and discussion points. 

The chapter concludes with remarks on limitations and recommendations for future 

work in Sec.7.1.

This study is addressed to examine how the work process of Danish news jour-

nalists and the user experience of Danish news journalism can be improved in the 

context of Semantic Web?

News media has long constituted an area of interest for Semantic Web re-

searchers, but remarkable little research combines the knowledge of techno-

logists with insights of editors and journalists. To fill the gap in literature, this 

study applies a qualitative research approach – including qualitative intervie-

ws and PD studies with eight journalists and editors – to clarify in what areas 

Semantic Web technologies can potentially contribute to Danish news journa-

lism anno 2020.

The examination reveals three areas with significant potential of improvement. 

The first area concerns journalists’ challenge of finding the right person to 

comment on or evaluate a specific topic. The second area concerns issues of 

finding previously published articles related to a specific concept. Finally, the 

third area targets the need for generating additional, encyclopaedic infoboxes 

in a short amount of time.

Each of these areas is analysed in the context of Semantic Web and has been 

translated into three types of Semantic Web applications:

• Application I: Semantic archive of sources and contact details

• Application II: Internal semantic news article search

• Application III: Semantic infobox: Summary
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Each application requires semantic annotation of a large number of concepts 

(persons, places, organisations, and key terms) mentioned in a media's archive 

of news articles. It is recommended to use standard vocabularies to apply this 

annotation as URIs and underlying rules and taxonomies can then be reused.

By default, most standard vocabularies phrase resources and properties in 

English, however, this demonstrates to be inconvenient in the context of Danish 

news media where query results and autogenerated content should be display-

ed in Danish in order to ensure usability. Technical analysis indicates that this 

inconvenience can be managed by creating URIs phrased in Danish – within 

the media's controlled namespace – for each resource and property.  Ideally, 

each of these Danish resources and properties should be connected to English 

equivalences (in standard vocabularies) via sameAs-relations to ensure that the 

annotation becomes part of the global graph constituting the Semantic Web.

Once annotated, linked data can be retrieved using SPARQL-queries possibly 

in combination with API technologies.

In theory, it is possible to annotate, and query linked data for the three types 

of Semantic Web applications proposed in this study. One however faces seve-

re challenges when it comes to applying semantic annotation to large bodies 

of text. It is recommended to write the annotation as RDFa immediately before 

publishing, and to support this process by semi-automatic software. This type 

of software – such as Calais or N.Y.T.s Editor – exists today, but further re-

search is needed to examine efficiency and accuracy in a Danish context.

Technical analysis demonstrates that two of the three applications proposed 

in this study – the Internal semantic news article search and the Semantic in-

fobox: Summary – require profound annotation of all persons, places, organi-

sations, and key terms mentioned in a media's archive of news articles. Even 
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with support from annotation software, this process is highly time consuming 

and requires implementation of completely new work processes.

The third application – the Semantic archive of sources and contact details – re-

quires less thorough annotation and is thereby a more realistic suggestion for a 

Semantic Web application that can benefit Danish news media in near future.

Another major challenge is the issue of securing trustworthiness and proof of 

documentation. Reliable information is crucial for any news media but is cur-

rently an Achilles’ heel for the concept of Semantic Web. 

Technical discussion on these topics concludes that it is beneficial to apply 

metadata for the semantic annotation for all application types to ensure tra-

ceability. Metadata can be annotated as Semantic Sitemaps and should as 

minimum include information about the author and when the annotation was 

last updated. Idealy, this type of metadata can reinforce a type of certification 

guaranteeing trustworthy linked data, which ultimately enables Danish news 

media – and other organisations – to share and reuse annotated information.

The study achieves to answer the overall research question and can be considered 

as groundwork for future research. The examination describes in detail in which 

areas Danish news media can potentially benefit from Semantic Web technologi-

es and demonstrates how robust user interfaces and existing technologies can be 

applied to develop three types of Semantic Web applications.

Even though Semantic Web has been considered open for business (Miller, 2008) 

for more than a decade, this study demonstrates that several areas still requi-

re basic research before theory can be turned into practice and benefit Danish 

news media. This especially includes the practical implementation of annotation 

software as well as aspects of trust and proof of documentation (see recom-

mendations for future research in Sec.7.1).
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As a final remark, it is recommended to examine RQ2 – how can the user expe-

rience of Danish news journalism be improved by Semantic Web technologies? 

– in more detail. In this study journalists and editors are used as informants, 

but their representation of news media users is poor, and this part of the exa-

mination would benefit from interviews and PD studies with a more diverse 

group of participants.

7.1 Concluding remarks on limitations  
and recommendations for future work

The aim of this study is to bridge technical knowledge and domain-specific in-

sights from news journalists. This scope contributes with novice approaches to 

the body of Semantic Web research, but it also contains limitations.

The study can be considered a type of case study, meaning that the areas 

of potential improvement identified in this examination is not an exhaustive 

exploration. There might be several other areas and processes within Danish 

news journalism where Semantic Web technologies can contribute. These can 

be examined in detail by zooming in on an even narrower aspect of Danish 

news journalism, such as reporting on politics or crime, or by zooming out and 

collecting empirical material from more respondents across the industry.

The scope of this study also limits detailed discussions on how different so-

lutions can be implemented and executed. This is a disadvantage as it can be 

concluded that practical aspects of Semantic Web technologies are currently 

insufficiently described and need to be paid more attention by researchers in 

the field.

More specifically, this study demonstrates that basic research on how annotation 

can be applied in a Danish context is needed. Especially challenges of combining 
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annotation in different languages seem to be neglected in the body of research.

Finally, it can be concluded that the top layers of the Semantic Web Stack – 

including layers of Unifying Logic, Proof, and Trust – calls for fundamental re-

search. This becomes especially obvious when Semantic Web applications are 

discussed in the context of news media: Before news media organisations can 

truly take advantage of Semantic Web and external RDF-links, global stan-

dards on how to guarantee and protect trustworthy information is needed. 

This includes traceability of metadata as well as research on how transparen-

cy in the construction of ontologies can be achieved.
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